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Deterministic algorithms such as A* and D* have been applied with great success 

to autonomous robotic path planning. However, as search space size increases 

numerous problem domains will likely become intractable when reactive behavior is 

desired.  This is extremely relevant when considering the exponential increase in search 

space sizes due to any linear addition of degrees of freedom.  Over the last few 

decades, evolutionary algorithms have been shown to be particularly applicable to 

extremely large search spaces.  However, it is often assumed that generational 

convergence is the only measure of quality for an evolutionary algorithm.  A novel 

combination of the Anytime Planning criteria with multi-resolution search spaces is 

explored for application to high-level semi-reactive path planning.  Separate populations 

are evolved in parallel within different abstractions of the search space while low cost 

solutions from each population are exchanged among the populations.  Generational 

evaluations in low-resolution search spaces can be evaluated quickly generating seed 

candidate solutions that are likely to speed convergence in the high-resolution search 

spaces.  Convergence rates up to 4x were achieved along with modest decreases in 
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path cost.  Parallel GPU computation was then applied to allow reactive searching up to 

40Hz in search grids up to 8192x8192 cells. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Over the past half century, robots have emerged from science fiction as real world 

entities used pervasively in many facets of everyday life.  From the factory floor to more 

recent interactive consumer products, robots continue to push the bounds between 

science fiction and reality.  One exciting area of focus has been autonomous robots and 

their applications.  While most development has gone into robots for military uses, the 

research involved and subsequent robotic development can be applied to many areas 

of interest.   

Background 

The desire to create tools which complete tasks with little or no human intervention 

has been prevalent for as long as humans have used tools.  Tools which can operate 

with no human intervention are generally classified under the field of automation.  These 

automatic tools can further be split into two groups: those that adjust their function 

based on feedback from the work environment and those that do not.  Robotics fits into 

the first of these two categories with the use of sensor and reactive control 

methodologies.   

A historical survey of robotics is difficult because their classification is not exact.  A 

robot is defined as an autonomous device which can function with human like behavior.  

However, classifying behavior is a largely qualitative and subjective measure.  It could 

be argued that any feedback system has some intelligence because it may react to 

stimulus much as a human would.  In this paper, an autonomous robot is defined as a 

machine that is able to negotiate movement within its environment while maintaining 

user specified constraints without human interaction.  
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Automatic machines in general saw a dramatic increase in use with the advent of 

the industrial revolution.  More and more industrial practices saw automatic machines 

take the place of skilled human laborers in traditionally human work areas.  These 

inventions included the automatic cotton picker and processor as well as the almost 

complete replacement of humans in cloth production by the 19th century.  The machines 

were able to interact with their environments in that they operated on physical materials 

but did not have intelligent feedback systems in place more than rudimentary speed and 

position control.   

The first practical steps towards seemingly autonomous behavior were expanded 

upon with Tesla’s invention of a teleoperated torpedo and boat for the US military.  

Tesla outfitted a boat for remote control by creating a system that would wirelessly 

beam commands to a receiver, something that may be commonplace today but was 

revolutionary just a century ago.  This was a radical step in the process of automation 

as it created a sense of reaction without human intervention.  Bystanders first caught a 

glimpse of seemingly intelligent, controllable behavior without any physical link to the 

machine.  This advancement spurred the interest into realizable machines which would 

act as a human would even though it still needed control inputs from a human to 

operate. 

Within the past 30 years autonomous robotics has seen larger and larger gains 

towards the goal of real cognition and capable human level interaction.  As experiments 

move from small robots in the lab to more capable systems applied to real world 

problems, autonomous robots now seem fit to address many of the problems humans 
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will encounter in the future.  Even with all these strides in robotic development, many 

areas still need to be addressed.   

CIMAR Background 

CIMAR’s work in autonomous vehicles started in the 1980s and 1990s with work in 

ground vehicles for the Air Force.  Several autonomous ground vehicles were created 

for use in runway repair and area clearance.  With the advent of the DARPA ground 

vehicle competitions 10 years ago, a major drive within the lab has been intelligent 

ground vehicles which can travel on roadways and through urban environments.  This 

work culminated in the entries into the DARPA grand challenges and subsequent 

DARPA urban challenge.  While not winning these competitions, much development 

has gone into creating robust robotic systems which can successfully navigate through 

roadway environments.  Recent work has continued into autonomous ground vehicles in 

both area coverage and mapping for unexploded ordinance along with area clearance 

and vegetation removal.  Several different autonomous platforms are available for 

experimentation with varying levels of computational capabilities and sensor packages.   

Path Planning 

One of the basic features of an autonomous robot is the ability for it to move from 

location to location within an environment.  This operation is usually abstracted into two 

separate actions: creating a desired path and generating the control inputs to cause the 

physical robot to move within its environment.  To find a suitable path for the robot to 

move through, the robot must know information about how it is spatially oriented, how it 

can move through its environment and what else is in the environment.   

The first piece of information, finding a current spatial orientation, can be divided 

into two different instances.  For non-reconfigurable robots, the size and shape are 
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usually a prior knowledge that does not change within the scope movement.  However, 

the orientation and position within its environment will hopefully change with time.  This 

information can be obtained through the use of GPS or other localization techniques 

such as SLAM or IMU sensors.  A robot must know its position, or at least an 

approximation of its position, to estimate whether it is behaving as designed.   

Secondly, the robot must know how its movements will affect its position and 

orientation through time.  For holonomic robots, a simple control input can usually 

generate a direct movement from a start position to and end position.  However, for 

non-holonomic robots like automobiles, reachable configurations can be much more 

difficult to find.  Turning radius is a prime factor in finding drivable paths for many 

ground vehicles.  This idea has often been further abstracted by using the idea of screw 

theory to combine the steering angle with the desired speed to classify the configuration 

state of the vehicle at any one time.   Various optimization or search algorithms can 

then be used to generate a series of reachable configurations so that the desired 

behavior is executed. 

The last information is usually gathered with sensor technology so that an 

accurate portrayal of the robot’s surroundings can be built.  Autonomous robots have 

used a wide variety of sensors ranging from cameras to tactile sensors to expensive 

LIDAR systems.  Artificial information can also be inserted into this world model view so 

that operators can guide the robot to behave in a certain manner. 

With these three attributes, autonomous robots can create control feedback 

systems to actively navigate through dynamic environments.  A path is generated, 

commands are executed to move the robot through its environment, and its situation is 
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evaluated through sensor feedback.  Adjustments can then be made to the control input 

to keep the robot on the desired course or the path could change if the environment 

around the robot requires it.  It should be noted that re-evaluation of the path is 

especially important when designing a system that can react to environmental changes.  

While differing methods have been implemented with varying success, path planning 

still serves as an active research field filled with fascinating correlations to optimization 

and numerous other areas of interest. 

 

Evolutionary Computation 

Evolutionary computation (EC) was developed as a way to use biological theories 

to solve problems.  The methods employed in this branch of study work by mimicking 

the concepts involved in evolutionary biology by replicating the idea of survival of the 

fittest.  They have been adapted across many different problem domains but generally 

relate to situations in which some sort of optimization occurs.  While the basic idea of 

EC is very straightforward, complex problems have been solved faster and more 

efficiently than many other strategies. 

In its most simplistic form, a population of solutions is generated and iteratively 

forced through many generations while applying a fitness evaluation to each solution to 

determine if any portion of that solution will reach successive generations of solutions.  

The fitness of a solution is generally how well it approximates the desired solution.  

Good solutions will then ‘breed’ or combine portions of their makeup with other good 

solutions within the population to form the next generation of solutions.  A wide variety 

of additions and modifications have been made to EC methods such as mutation and 

crossover which are discussed later. 
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While the terms used to describe evolutionary computational methods are 

sometimes mixed and matched depending on the intent of the designer, EC can usually 

be divided into two main classes of study: Programming and Algorithms.  Evolutionary 

or Genetic Programming usually refers to methods which allow the solution fitness 

evaluation to evolve.  The following example is commonly used to represent a simplistic 

implementation of a GP optimization. 

A tree structure is first defined so that nodes of the tree represent addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, or division.  The leaf nodes represent numeric values.  The 

objective of the program is to find a solution tree that will generate a certain number with 

the least possible operations.  The tree is evaluated by starting at the leftmost leaf node 

and recursively applying the specified operation of the leaf’s parent node with the sibling 

nodes.  An example of such a tree is shown in Figure 1-1. 

First, a population of solutions is randomly generated.  This is a very important 

aspect of most evolutionary computations because the goal of the procedure is to 

eliminate any bias the designer has in deciding what is important for a solution.  

Randomly choosing possible solutions allows the evolutionary processes to overtake 

any design bias inherent in the implementation processes.  This does not mean the 

system designer has no influence on the evolutionary process.  Values such as the 

desired population size and individual program size need to be set or tuned according to 

domain specific knowledge and platform restrictions.  The randomized population is 

then iterated upon using evolutionary concepts until a threshold of fitness is met. 

On the other hand, algorithms generally relate to a static method of computing the 

fitness of a candidate solution.  The common method of representation is a linear 
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genome with each chromosome representing some value used to calculate the fitness 

of the individual.  This is more in line with how genetic information is represented in 

nature with complex molecules forming the building blocks of the genetic code.  The 

previous problem that was dealt with using GP can be optimized using GA as well.  In 

this example, an individual chromosome would represent a pairing of operator and 

number as illustrated in the example shown in Figure 1-2.  The operators are 

consistently applied to each gene depending on its location in the chromosome.  A set 

of these genes would represent the chromosome for an individual in the population.  

The chromosome would be evaluated by iteratively picking off genes and applying the 

mathematical operator to the previously calculated value and the number contained in 

the individual gene.  

The evolutionary concepts are applied similarly in GA as they are applied to GP.  

A random population of individuals is generated, genetic operations are applied to the 

individuals, and a new population is formed for each generational iteration.  This 

process is repeated until a solution is found or some threshold for correctness is 

reached. 

 It is important to note that EC methods are not guaranteed to find a solution.  

They are called probabilistically complete in that given enough time, the probability that 

a solution is not found decreases to zero.  Even when a solution is found for a specific 

problem set, the solution is not guaranteed to be optimal.  Solutions may converge to 

local optima and may not move from it.  This differs from other heuristic search methods 

such as A* wherein given enough time and memory, and when using admissible 

weightings, an optimal solution, when one exists, will be found.  However, EC has been 
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applied to a varied array of problem sets with dramatic results.  The reason why EC 

produces solutions from seemingly random guessing has been studied by John Holland 

in the 1970s.  Holland’s Schemata Theorem attempts to describe a reason why EC, and 

GA in particular, seem to form better solutions to a problem over successive 

generations.  Most of the techniques described by EC methods are found through trial 

and error rather than a pure mathematical rationale.   

The study of EC methods is divided into theory and application.  Those that study 

EC in theory usually use similar mathematical optimization problems to try to simulate 

how a method will function within a certain problem set.  For example, to judge a new 

modification of the GA for dynamic environments, the dynamic knapsack problem is 

simulated.  The experimenter usually makes many tests by adjusting parameters such 

as population size and rates of mutation to see if their new methods can adjust better to 

changes in the environment better than previous dynamic GA systems.  Many 

interesting complexities have been found in EC methods through these simulations 

including different representation abstractions as well as self-adapting behavior. 

In contrast to this theoretical approach, EC is often applied to real world systems.  

These problems often include complexities that are very hard to model with exact 

mathematical theory.  This usually causes deviations from traditional EC methods 

through the use of domain specific modifications which aid in solution finding.  There is 

often a tradeoff, as is seen in many real world solutions, between creating general 

systems which can be applied to many problems and tailoring a method to fit the needs 

of the problem at hand.   
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Reactivity in a Dynamic Environment 

The vast majority of mobile robots need to react to their environments so that 

desired behaviors can be executed.  Reactivity can relate to a static instance of the 

world around the robot or a dynamic, constantly changing model that needs to keep an 

up to date view of the world.  In relation to path planning, using static verses dynamic 

world models can drastically alter the way the planning algorithm will operate.  When 

using a static model, a single path can be generated offline before the robot even 

moves.  The robot will then try to execute commands to cause the robot to stay along 

this course and path planning simply becomes an optimization problem.  However, 

when dynamic information is used, multiple plans may need to be generated during 

runtime and considerations need to be made as to when re-planning should occur along 

with what the physical operation of the robot should be during this interim. 

One simple method commonly used to deal with dynamic data is to re-plan the 

robot’s path whenever new data becomes available.  This method seems logical 

considering more efficient paths may be found when new data about the robot’s 

environment becomes available.  It is more robust than trying to classify whether the 

path should be regenerated.  However, by ignoring the possibility of the current path 

staying as the most efficient path, this method will add additional computation to the 

system, possibly unnecessarily.   

In converse to the above method, algorithms such as the traditional D* approach 

path planning by only re-planning in dynamic environments when the currently planned 

optimal paths becomes blocked or a cost threshold is exceeded.  This becomes much 

more computationally efficient as only the generated path needs to be reevaluated 

instead of being regenerated with a full search.  This method has been used on highly 
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risk adverse projects such as the Mars Explorer robots with much success.  However, it 

works best when sensor data is not noisy or inaccurate.  When this is the case, it may 

take more time to re-plan with this method than simply continually re-planning as with 

the previous method because the extra step of path evaluation must be done at every 

iteration. 
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Figure 1-1.  An example of Genetic Programming.  Each inner node in the tree structure 

represents a numeric operation while each leaf node represents a number.  
The evaluation of the tree is given as shown at the bottom of the figure. 

 

 
Figure 1-2.  An example of Genetic Algorithms.  Each gene represents a static portion 

of the fitness evaluation function.  A collection of genes represents a 
chromosome.  The chromosome then represents an individual in the 
evolutionary population.  The example evaluation of the given chromosome is 
given at the bottom of the figure. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MOTIVATION 

Modeling a Robotic System 

A traditional approach to designing a robotic system is to use how the human 

thinks as a basis for modeling various components for the system.  For instance, the 

abstraction of sensor data to objects is a major drive in robotics research.  This route 

seems logical as that is what humans do intuitively while interacting with their 

surroundings and is a good starting point for make an autonomous agent.  An example 

would be to use a LIDAR line scan to classify whether the reflected points are a car or a 

tree by comparing relative distances or some measure of point concentration.   

 This methodology has seen many impressive demonstrations which reinforce the 

validity of abstraction and the subsequent deterministic interpretation of that data.  

Numerous instances of autonomous systems have been created which rely on data 

collected from various sensors such as LIDAR and cameras.  This data is then 

classified using any number of reliable, well defined algorithms which allow abstractions 

to be created from the raw sensor data.  Camera images can be processed through 

filters to judge relative color density to find specific objects within a viewing scene.  

LIDAR point data can be stitched together to form predictions as to whether the point 

strikes correspond to a single object or a set of multiple objects.  These abstractions 

can then be fed into planning and cognition software which make the robotic platform 

complete some desired task.   

 The shortcomings of this approach are seen when considering the situation 

where sensor data is not reliable in that there is oscillatory data (which is commonly 

seen in LIDAR applications), noisy data (which can be prevalent in camera systems), or 
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unexpected data.  System designers can approach the first two problems by either 

procuring better sensor systems or by filtering the captured data.  The first mitigation 

technique is not always viable considering the small budgets usually required for 

implementation of autonomous systems.  The use of data filtering only costs 

computational resources which is usually preferred because it is cheaper and only 

requires time to develop and test the filtering algorithms. 

However, by relying on abstractions within the system architecture, designers 

need to worry about how well those abstractions can be created relative to what is 

expected.  This idea is also relative to instances where unexpected situations are 

observed.  Statistical processes have been formulated, such as the Kalmen filter, which 

attempt to generate approximations as close to the ‘real’ value as possible.  For many 

applications this is perfectly appropriate.  Much success has been achieved in the 

various fields of application. 

 With the DARPA Grand Challenge and DARPA Urban Challenge, CIMAR has 

taken the approach of designing a receding horizon A* search methodology to solve the 

reactive path planning problem.  This method finds the most efficient path, within the 

scope of the robot’s local world model, to a projected goal point located at the horizon of 

the local world model.  In this instance, the world model was abstracted into a grid of 

cells with each cell representing the relative traversability of the region it enclosed.  The 

candidate path’s fitness, or relative cost, was then evaluated by adding the costs of 

each cell the path intersects in the grid.  The grid resolution and dimension was found 

experimentally by varying these values until the software was able to produce paths 

within a certain time step which was defined as being reactive to its environment.  The 
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path was then re-planned continuously as the robot moves and when sensor 

information was updated.  Another, high level planner (HLP) was used to generate the 

goal points for the lower level planner to follow.  This HLP made use of a high level 

abstraction of all the a priori information about the environment the robot traveled 

through along with an A* search to find optimal connections through the graph.   

 Whenever a significant change to the a priori information was found, a system of 

re-plan requests was implemented so that a new HLP plan could be generated.  This 

added to the complexity of the system but did achieve the intended purpose of creating 

movements that were observed as intelligently reacting to the problem while still 

following mission parameters. 

High Order Search Spaces and Reactivity 

Several problems are not addressed with the above approach which will likely 

plague autonomous systems in the future.  The overall goal of the autonomous system 

is to preserve consistent reactivity within varied environmental conditions while still 

maintaining mission objectives.  This requires a plan to be generated in the robot’s 

configuration space within some timeframe.  The previous approach is constrained to a 

certain amount of search area before reactivity starts to decline.  The other issue is that 

of abstraction.  As the amount of information in robotic systems is likely to increase in 

the future, as well as the sources from which they come, for the above approach it 

would be important that the information be consistently abstracted.  All of these issues 

revolve around information which brings up a fundamental question: what happens 

when the amount of information an autonomous platform must deal with increases?   

 One way of dealing with this influx of data is to increase computational 

resources.  Many planning algorithms can scale proportionally with increases in 
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execution time and storage space.  It is important to keep performance consistent to 

duplicate reactivity no matter what sensor or other informational sources are used to 

create a world model.  One prominent example of this can be seen in so called cloud 

computing.  In this architecture, hardware is completely abstracted and performance of 

a certain process is scaled as their load increases as desired.  Similar approaches have 

been taken with autonomous platforms by adding extra compute nodes or increasing 

resources on the computers that run the processes.  However, it is hard to tell if 

demands on computational resources will scale in proportion to the needs of future 

autonomous platforms. 

Various methods of caching and parallelism have also been exploited alongside 

advancements in computing power to keep algorithmic performance consistent while 

the amount of information needing to be processed has intensified.  For example, a 

simple A* search algorithm may run out of memory after expanding a certain amount of 

nodes before the goal is found.  One way of continuing the search would be to simply 

write a portion of the nodes to disk so they can be explored later if needed.  This is 

similar to what common Database Management Systems (DBMS) do routinely and 

many strategies of how to manage the transactions have been developed to promote 

optimality.  Still, this will slow down the overall execution of the algorithm because writes 

to disc are generally more time consuming than memory access.  Implementation 

details such as this are not necessarily guaranteed to relate to the ability of a planning 

scheme to scale with increasing informational load but can be generally shown to do so 

for many systems. 
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Parallelism has also been exploited in recent years to increase efficiency for many 

algorithms.  Although performance gains are usually tied to the specific problem domain 

and algorithm being parallelized, much research has gone into scheduling and memory 

sharing approaches which have the ability to increase performance over traditional 

linear processing by orders of magnitude.  A simplistic application to the A* method 

would be to evaluate several node expansions in parallel.  This approach may speed up 

the overall execution time of the algorithm depending on how it is implemented on the 

computer hardware.  Recent advances in general purpose computation on graphical 

processor units has increased interest with consumer level parallel processing 

techniques and has been applied to many autonomous robotic platforms. 

 Even with these improvements in computing, classical methods of search may 

not be able to keep up as data loads increase.  It is a fairly reasonable approximation 

that information gained from higher resolution sensors and other sources such as 

remote databases will increase exponentially in the coming years.  Constraining search 

spaces through artificial filtering and classification is always one possible way to deal 

with increasing information.  As mentioned previously, another way would be to 

increase algorithmic efficiency or computational resources.  One more possibility, which 

is the focus of this research, is the use of algorithms such as evolutionary computation 

which are nondeterministic but have been shown efficient at exploring very large search 

spaces.  It is generally accepted that for the majority of problems, the search space size 

will increase exponentially with the dimension of the search space leaving methods like 

A* impractical while encouraging the use of probabilistic complete methods. 
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Using nondeterministic search for an autonomous platform may seem counter 

intuitive at first because of the obvious safety concerns that are involved with moving 

robots.  In some cases, an operator will want to know exactly how the platform will react 

to a certain stimulus.  However, using EC methods may be an efficient way to deal with 

the exponentially increasing data loads that are likely as autonomous robotics continue 

to develop.  EC is by no means the only probabilistic methodology which can be applied 

to path planning which will be seen in the literature review.  It does, however, offer an 

interesting solution to the path planning problem which is likely to hold back 

advancement of future robotic platforms. 

Problem Statement 

In this research, the goal of a path planner is defined as finding a viable path from 

a start location to an end location within a search space.  Viability is to be judged on 

platform specific criteria.  It is generally accepted that larger search spaces will become 

prevalent as richer sensor data becomes available to autonomous platforms.  This 

sensor data, in combination with other parameters such as possible variable robotic 

configurations and orientations, will increase search space dimensionality and size.  

Traditional path planning algorithms may not scale uniformly with increasing 

computational resources especially when considering the algorithm must generate a 

plan that reacts to a dynamic environment.  The objective of this research is to use 

Genetic Algorithms and evolutionary computation concepts to address the problems 

noted in the previous discussion while maintaining platform reactivity.  A path plan 

needs to be generated that represents a solution that the platform can physically realize 

in a relatively unstructured environment.  As Evolutionary Optimization is not 

guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution within a specific time, the idea of an 
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anytime planner will be evaluated in contrast to deterministic path planning optimization.  

Parallelized computation will be used to facilitate cost calculations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Common Path Planners 

Many methods have been used to solve the path planning problem in robotics.  

Some are directly influenced from graph theory while others stem from solving the path 

planning problem in robots.  While varied in approach, the planners can be separated 

into two major categories: deterministic and nondeterministic.  Determinism in a planner 

at first seems like a requirement but nondeterministic planners are still useful if they are 

probabilistically complete.  This means that given enough time the chances that the 

planner will not find a solution decrease to zero.  A general overview of planners will first 

be given with a concentration on probabilistic planners. 

A*/D*/D*Lite 

The most widely used method in robotic path planning is likely to be the A* 

method.  It is generally used because of its guaranteed optimality when using 

admissible conditions and a simplistic design which can easily be implemented and 

tuned.  CIMAR has used this search method extensively for several projects with 

consistent results [1], [2].  D* is a modification of A* search and stands for Dynamic A*.  

As the name suggests, it provides for a better method of dealing with dynamic 

environments by building a search from the goal node back to the start node in a graph 

[3].  When a change is detected that invalidates the best path, portions of the graph are 

reevaluated by using previously but reevaluated nodes in the search.  Various methods 

have been introduced to supplement this approach such as Focused D* which adds 

heuristic costs to the expansion steps to reduce the amount of nodes needing to be 

evaluated [4].  Many modifications of the traditional A* methods have been attempted 
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such as localized elastic bands for obstacle avoidance [5] and incremental adaptive 

heuristic changes [6] which improve path generation times and quality. 

Probabilistic Roadmap 

A probabilistic roadmap planner (PRP) generates a network of connected 

configurations through a search space which are subsequently sampled with local 

search methods to find solutions.  The planning operation is generally separated into 

two phases.  The construction phase is first where the search space is randomly or 

specifically sampled and the configurations are joined together with collision-free 

movement.  The second phase is the query phase where the previously constructed 

roadmap is searched for an optimal path from a start to a goal node.  The roadmap can 

be queried multiple times and in multiple locations if the start and end configurations 

can be linked to nodes within the roadmap.  Like EC, no guarantee of optimality is given 

because the search space is sampled instead of wholly evaluated.  Many problems still 

exist with using PRPs which can have problems with constrained optimality (corridors) 

and may take time to generate roadmaps within the search space depending on its size 

and dimensionality. 

 The way in which the space is sampled can have dramatic effects on efficiency 

with PRPs.  In [7], a Gaussian sampling strategy was used to build the roadmap.  The 

idea of blurring in image processing was used to adjust the amount of samples taken in 

certain areas with harder areas receiving a greater amount of exploration.  Large 

improvements were gained over the simplistic random sampling as can be expected.  

However, the method was only tested in a two dimension search space and methods to 

deal with higher dimensionality were not addressed.  A planner that was created which 

proved applicability of PRPs for higher dimensions by generating plans for robots with 
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3-16 degrees of freedom was shown in [8].  However, constructing the roadmap is still 

considered an offline task because of the time it can take.  This presents problems for 

using PRPs in dynamic environments and for any reactive constraints placed on the 

robots traveling through such an environment. 

Potential Fields 

The method of potential fields decomposes the path planning problem into a robot 

being pulled or pushed through the work space by active or repulsive fields [9].  The 

method can be applied to a vector space or to grid cells to plan a path through an 

environment.  A local search can then move between local minima until a path is found 

through the configuration space.  The most prevalent problem with using the potential 

field method is that of getting trapped in local minima which usually leads to strategies 

of how the plan should escape minima.  These problems escalate with the dimension of 

the configuration space but various techniques have been formulated such as best-first 

motion and random motion [10].  Potential fields have been used with probabilistic 

planners to manage spaces that cannot be searched completely in a realistic amount of 

time [11].  Lee et al used EA to optimize how weights were distributed for escaping local 

minima within an evolved space of potential fields [12]. 

Anytime Planners 

An Anytime Planner (AP) uses the concept of a ‘good enough’ path which can 

facilitate reactivity in a robotic system.  When queried, the planner must create a plan 

within the reactive time step in which the vehicle can function.  The generated path can 

then continually be refined towards optimality as time progresses [13].  The robot would 

then adjust its velocity appropriately based on the degree in which the path is modified 

as it moves.  Several different baseline planning algorithms have been implemented in 
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an AP architecture including spanning trees [14], RRTs [15], and D* [16].  The methods 

in which AP is achieved using these different approaches varies but generally follow the 

application of some constraint operator which has the effect of increasing optimality 

while taking more time to complete. 

 For example, heuristic methods like A* generally produce less optimal solutions 

but in a faster time step when a constant operator e > 1 is applied to each cost variable.  

An anytime planner can take advantage of this property by continually decreasing e 

after starting with some high value.  One interesting implementation of this design 

aspect is seen in the ABUG planner [17].  A deterministic deconstruction of a binary 

indoor environment is first constructed in a two dimensional context.  Candidate paths 

are then generated by considering a wall following and distance to goal combination 

strategy just as an insect might follow.  This set of possible routes from a start point to 

goal point are then searched through using A* with the addition of the anytime inflation 

factor e.  Path cost was decreased further by applying a pseudo-visibility test between 

each obstacle.  While the results of this planner when compared against other anytime 

planners such as Anytime A* and Anytime RRT were dramatic, the question as to 

whether the planner can be applied to anything but highly structured environments 

remains to be seen.  The ABUG planner was only tested on a few constrained 

examples of maze like and organized grid structures with which the other planners have 

known issues. 

 The advantage of using an AP is that they can overcome a central problem with 

reactive path planners: time needed for re-planning.  Since a plan can be generated in a 

specified time interval, the robot does not need to stop to rethink about what path will be 
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optimal.  By sacrificing possible optimality in the short term, reactivity can be preserved 

while encouraging optimal paths over the entire length of the path.  This means that a 

robot can adjust its behavior, like slowing down its velocity, to allow lower cost paths to 

be generated or speed up while still avoiding obstacles. 

Evolutionary Algorithms 

Beyond obvious applications to problems such as bin packing [18], EAs have been 

used to optimize solutions in a wide array of problem domains from circuit design [19] to 

stock trading [20] and even pattern recognition [21].  There are many aspects of 

evolutionary processes that have been studied like deceptivity and degeneration [22] 

that will not be explored in this paper.  Instead, certain aspects of the EA will be 

explored that are expected to have a direct impact on the path planning problem. 

Representation 

Gene representation is often characterized as a major factor in how well a solution 

will converge when applying GA to a problem domain.  As noted in the previous 

discussion, the most basic approach to abstracting a problem into encoding information 

when using a computer is to use binary digits as an abstraction for certain elements that 

define the problem being studied.  While this high level of abstraction leads to simplicity 

in terms of implementing the GA system, the oversimplification often leads to 

inefficiencies in evaluation and breeding which can directly hinder convergence of the 

solution.  Several methods have been used to extend the idea of a simplistic 

chromosome to speed solution finding and negate the problems associated with 

abstraction. 

 One such approach was the idea of overrepresentation within the genome [23].  

Goldberg et al attempted to make genome representation more like that seen in nature 
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by allowing genomes to over or under specify the solution space.  Their approach was 

dubbed ‘messy genomes’ as opposed to ‘neat genomes’ where each section of a 

chromosome stands for a specific part of a solution.  They extended this idea to fit the 

notion of ‘building blocks’ which are an important theoretical classification which tries to 

explain why the EC processes tend to converge to optima.  Important portions of the 

genome were identified as building blocks and were allowed to move, or invert, 

throughout the chromosome while still maintaining their original evaluations.  While only 

applying the process to a specific problem, the ideas of a messy genome and inversion 

was shown to dramatically improve optimization of the test function which was designed 

to have several false optima. 

 Dasgupat and McGregor continued with the idea that the simplistic 

representation of chromosomes in traditional GA prevents application to certain 

problems by introducing a different modification called the Structured Genetic Algorithm 

[24].  They tackled the problem of premature convergence within the evolutionary 

process by forming the chromosome representation as a multi-layered memory 

structure.  Each level of the chromosome can be activated or deactivated mirroring the 

process in nature of active and inactive genes.  While only originally intending it for 

binary chromosome representation, they admit that it could be used for a number of 

problem domains where memory and maintaining diversity in the population is important 

in the solution process. 

 Proceeding with the previous idea of mimicking nature’s dynamic selection of 

gene expression, Hadad and Eick introduce genome representation through polyploidy 

and its evaluation with dominance vectors [25].  Polyploidy in genetics refers to how 
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many sets of chromosomes individual species have in their cells.  They used this idea to 

influence expression of different portions of the chromosomes while individuals were in 

the breeding stage of reproduction.  A crossover control vector was used during 

evaluation of the chromosomes to direct which chromosome would be used for each 

individual.  While probably relying too closely on duplicating the process found in 

cellular division (gamete/zygote analogies were used for the breeding process), they 

were able to find that a diploid representation functioned better for the dynamic 

knapsack problem than any other organizational strategy studied. 

 Domain specific alterations were used in [26] to generate paths in a path planner 

which would be able to represent multiple levels of resolution.  An orthogonal binary 

separation was recursively applied to intermediate path segments to generate curve-like 

structures around obstacles.  Because of this special ordered decomposition, the path 

was able to be represented in a binary tree structure which allowed many of the swap, 

insertion, and subtree operators seen in evolutionary programming to be used along 

with several domain specific operators like perturbation and repair functions.  Multiple 

DOF robots were simulated in structured environments with acceptable results.   

Parallel Evaluation 

Genetic algorithms are inherently parallel in that many individuals can be 

evaluated at the same time.  In biological terms, it is especially clear that individual 

organisms that operate in the same environment are subjected to the same or similar 

environmental conditions which can lead to evolution.  This property of GA was 

recognized early on in the development of evolutionary systems of computation and 

usually can be exploited both in terms of speed gains and optimization.  The obvious 

effect of parallel evaluation is that since more individuals can be tested in a shorter 
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amount of time, the same solutions can be found more quickly.  Another effect that has 

been simulated with parallel computation is the idea of separately evolving populations 

of solutions. 

 Separate subpopulations of individuals were used in [27] and evaluated in 

parallel.  At specified intervals, portions of each population were swapped with 

neighboring populations until a consensus solution was reached.  It was found that the 

optimal strategy was to wait until variation in each population slowed to swap individuals 

to decrease the negative observed in breeding of very dissimilar individuals.  

Overlapping of the subpopulations was also found to mitigate the effects of this 

problem.  While only using the standard GA operations, testing against normal GA on 

several mathematical optimization problems yielded good results.  It was noted that the 

structure of overlapping the populations was an important factor in the quality of the 

solutions found.   

 The rate and types of information exchange between the population islands was 

studied in [28].  A parallel exchange rate was classified through manipulation of the 

subpopulation topology and the type of individual transfer between the islands.  Both of 

these characteristics were manipulated separately to find the effect each had on a 

particular mathematical optimization function.  Wang et al found that manipulating the 

topological connections between the subpopulations within a certain range was a better 

method to maximize results rather than increasing the amount of individuals exchange 

between the islands.  Strangely, the study did not, however, attempt a combinatorial 

approach by applying varying levels of modification in the two areas to see if results 

could be expanded. 
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 This exchange rate has also been defined as either using a fine-grained or 

course-grained approach.  A fine-grained parallel algorithm uses many, small 

subpopulations which consistently interact with each other to find solutions.  The 

course-grained approach has a few, large subpopulations which rarely share individuals 

with each other.  Three different fine-grained architectural approaches were created in 

[29] and compared against the course-grained method across a set of 17 functional 

optimization problems.  While admitting that better solutions could most likely be found 

by adjusting parameters for each problem set, the fine-grained approaches generally 

found better solutions.  However, no overall best fine-grained strategy was found to 

exist as results varied for each of the problems tested. 

 An extensive comparison of parallel GA topology was complete in [30] which 

included a study of hierarchical setups.  Different hybridizations of fine and course 

grained structures were discussed and how applying them to different levels of the 

hierarchy would affect the convergence rates.  An interesting conjecture is made about 

the efficiency of a hierarchical design being dependent on using a top-down approach.  

It is suggested that the speedup in the upper levels of populations is equal to the factor 

by which the lower level slave populations speed up.  In many of the structures 

discussed, it was noted that there is definitely a tradeoff between quality of solution and 

execution time.  As the density of the subpopulations increase, the quality generally 

increases at the expense of more communication time needed between the populations.  

Like similar parallel architectures, it was found that migration between subpopulations 

was most efficient only after convergence.  A detailed discussion of optimal processor 

use and configuration is given for single population parallel GA along with several 
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bounding cases.  However, communication times between processors, fitness 

calculation times, and the number of populations must be static making the calculations 

inconsequential for some designs.  The criterion used for calculation of these bounds 

was done with the purpose of finding the best overall solution in the shortest amount of 

time which is not wholly applicable to the scope of this research as is discussed in the 

proposal section. 

 As with most areas of GA, many extensions to parallel GA have been proposed 

and tested with varying results.  In [31], it was found that parallel GA could be 

hybridized with simulated annealing for specific problem domains with appreciable 

results.  [32] used customized GA operations and evaluation on cell processors in 

parallel which allowed for millions of generations to be evaluated every second.  In [33], 

multiform populations were used by applying different search constraints in each which 

allowed for exploration of the search space in unique ways within each subpopulation.   

Genetic Algorithms for Dynamic Optimization Problems 

As well as EC techniques have been applied to a multitude of problems, issues 

are introduced when applying the same methods to dynamic problems.  A dynamic 

problem in EC terms is whenever the fitness landscape changes.  This can either cause 

previously generated solutions to be evaluated differently or changes in optima within 

the solution space.  Systems to mitigate the problems that stem from a Dynamic 

Optimization Problem (DOP) have been introduced since EC started but have been 

given more interest recently. 

 One of the first such attempts to formulate a strategy for DOPs was using the 

idea of hypermutation [34] and applying it to a 3-D moving hulls function [35].  This 

problem involves a GA system which attempts to find the top of the continuously 
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changing highest peak within the graph of multiple peaks and valleys.  Hypermutation, 

as illustrated in Figure 3-1, was used to radically change the members of the population 

whenever the fitness of the best solution decreased below a certain threshold by 

modifying the mutation rate temporarily.  By decreasing the momentary best fitness of 

the population, the overall goal of finding the global maximum was achieved faster than 

keeping a static mutation rate.  While the method implemented by Grefenstette was 

able to track optima fairly well in comparison to standard GA, the implementation does 

not address convergence degradation as a result of keeping mutation rates 

continuously high or how varying change frequency affects optima convergence. 

 The issue of change cycle frequency was addressed in [36] where 

hypermutation, restart, and variable local search were compared with differing cycle 

lengths.  A diploid representation was tested rather than sGA because they found better 

convergence rates with the former which is an important factor for any real-time 

application.  They compared using hypermutation, restart and variable local search 

(VLS) on a variety of problems with differing cycle times.  VLS was found to be the best 

solution for high frequency, low degree changes to the environment.  However, they fail 

to address various forms of fitness changes by opting to only change the fitness 

landscape in an oscillatory way rather than a continuously dynamic way. 

 In contrast to using hypermutation as the method of maintaining diversity, 

Simões and Costa used a ‘gene pool’ of previously evaluated chromosome parts along 

with transformation [37].  This strategy was applied to the dynamic knapsack problem 

where the maximum weight that the bag could hold changed at a certain rate.  The 

method decomposed individual chromosomes at certain generational steps and kept the 
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genes which would be used for creating new population members which took the place 

of the mutation step in the standard GA method.  They found that while the population 

had a low average fitness, high individual fitness was able to be maintained across 

cycle changes of fitness landscape.  This work was extended by comparing 

transformation to several other strategies usually applied to DOPs including 

hypermutation and random immigrants [2].  While higher accuracy was able to be 

maintained with transformation for longer cycle lengths, hypermutation was found to be 

best for small cycles. 

 One interesting extension of the diploid representation method mentioned earlier 

was an attempt to use a primal-dual method for DOPs [38].  Yang used binary 

chromosomes and their complements (primal-dual) which were simply each bit 

reversed.  This is in contrast to a simple dual method where genes are blindly flipped on 

the basis of an evolved trigger gene.  Yang found that by only selecting low fitness 

individuals for the dual operation, the primal-dual method was able to outperform both 

the simple dual and standard GA methods on several different DOPs.  However, since 

the representation of the individuals was purely binary in nature, the hamming distance 

computation was trivial and could lead to computational drawbacks if applied to other 

encodings. 

 Another common way to solve a DOP, as well as static problems, with GA is to 

use the idea of Random Immigrants (RI).  In this method, individuals are randomly 

generated and injected into the population to increase general population diversity.  

Yang introduces an extension to RI by storing previously good solutions along with a 

similarity measure of how the environment changed.  At every generational step, this 
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population was treated as a pool from which the random immigrants were chosen and 

possibly mutated from.  So the pool of random immigrants was not overrun with every 

new generation produced, updates to the population were achieved by pushing out 

individuals similar to the individuals being inserted.  While outperforming many other 

approaches to DOPs, the memory-based immigrant method was found to improve 

reaction and convergence only under certain situations and was actually slower under 

some cycle frequencies. 

 Departing from a pure EC representation, a combination of using GA and Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) was proposed by Lung and Dumitrescu to find better 

solutions to DOPs than previous methods [1].  Two separate populations were used to 

calculate the solution; GA was used to track a collection of local optima and SPO was 

used on these local optima to track the global optima.  Collaboration between the two 

populations was applied whenever a change in the environment was detected or the 

optimum fitness deteriorated.  The combinatorial technique was applied to the moving 

peaks problem and was found to better track the global optima than other dynamic GA 

strategies.  However, it was noted that the strategy may not be appropriate for all 

problem domains and a sensitivity analysis needs to be done to see how changes in 

parameters affect convergence efficiency. 

 The method of using population based incremental learning was another 

technique investigated to solve DOPs [39].  Yang and Richter developed a system 

called hyper-learning which adjusted the learning rate of the population based on the 

amount of change detected in the search space from generation to generation.  

Chromosomes were represented with binary genes whose expression was maintained 
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by a probability vector which determined the chances of the gene being on (one) or off 

(zero).  The vector was then updated after the fitness of the population was evaluated.  

In this way, the speed of convergence and diversity could be controlled by manipulating 

the control vector.  Various other GA methods were compared against hyper-learning 

and it was found that while results were mixed depending on the DOP, hyper-learning 

was shown to outperform the other methods in a variety of instances.  However, it was 

noted that hyper-learning was very sensitive to the cycle rate and thus may not be 

appropriate for certain problems. 

 Yang took a more pragmatic approach when implementing an adaptive hill 

climbing strategy using memetics, the idea of cultural information transfer based on the 

evolutionary model [40].  A combination of greedy crossover and steepest mutation hill 

climbing was executed based on the degree to which an individual’s fitness improved 

and the convergence of the general population.  By allowing both local search methods 

to effectively compete for evaluation, better results would be found faster which is 

important for DOP convergence.  Yang found that while this new method was able to 

find solutions quickly, population diversity was still a problem in the context of dynamic 

environments.  Continuing with the idea of competing genetic operators, Yang 

introduced adaptive dual mapping and triggered random immigrants to facilitate solution 

finding for DOPs.  While different combinations of these operations yielded better 

results than traditional approaches, each problem domain, and cycle rate, was found to 

be better served by one approach or the other. 

  An important facet of many approaches to DOPs with GAs is actually detecting 

that a change occurred so that appropriate measures are taken.  For some problem 
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domains, this may not be as trivial as reevaluation of the best solution.  Richter 

categorized detection as either population based, where fitness of individuals is 

reevaluated, or sensor based, where fitness is evaluated at predefined intervals or 

randomly within the solution space [41].  By equating diversity as the sum of moments 

of inertia of the current generation, it was found that sensor based change detection 

would find changing fitness so that appropriate measures could be taken.  However, it 

was also noted that this method should only be applied when extra computational 

resources or time is available whereas the population method does not require any 

extra fitness evaluations. 

 All the previously mentioned methods used to address DOPs worked under the 

assumption that individual fitness could always be evaluated.  However, in some 

problems, a change in the fitness landscape invalidates the previous generations.  

Barlow and Smith address this circumstance by applying EC methods to a dynamic 

scheduling problem [42].  A classifier-based memory is introduced, along with 

conventional genetic operations, which stores information about previous generations 

while not storing individuals directly.  Instead, classifications of the operations are stored 

which can be mapped into any subsequent generation to produce valid evaluations.  

Several methods were compared against including RI and RI with memory.  They found 

that this method works exceedingly well especially when the due dates for each 

operation were loosely constrained.   

 One unique method that deals with the problem of maintaining the diversity for a 

DOP is to use a control strategy for adjustment of parameters.  Gouvea and Araugo 

applied classical control strategies to model the reference system and adjust the fitness 
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functions based on the diversity of individuals and the population mean diversity [43].  It 

was argued that it is more important to reach the optimum region rather than the local 

optima.  In this way a solution can be found more rapidly when fitness changes because 

more areas are explored with higher diversity.  While this strategy does provide insight 

into how parameters should be modified during optimization, it does not necessarily 

represent an overall strategy that can be used for multiple problem domains. 

 Also approaching the problem differently, Goldberg et al. attempted to 

deconstruct the underlying structure of chromosomes at each generation [44].  They 

classified approaches to DOPs as either being adjustment on the change, memory and 

structure, or using multiple populations.  The idea of building blocks is extended by 

finding a measure of model and population complexity by recursively calculating until a 

partition is created.  Crossover can then be applied to this new partitioning so that more 

meaningful individuals can be created.  Several mathematical test functions were used 

including the dynamic trap function as well as a moving parabola.  The new approach 

was shown to better track moving optima than standard GAs.  Goldberg notes that 

decomposition can be applied to memory approaches but may have storage problems 

when scaling. 

 One interesting application of GA to DOPs was the use of an epigenetic 

simulation which separated genotype and phenotype evaluation [45].  Tanev and Yuta 

created a system based closely on biological principles which simulated how a single 

genome’s evaluation can change over the lifetime of the individual based on factors 

such as the environment or interactions with other individuals.  This so called Epigenetic 

Learning (EL) was accomplished by choosing different parts of the genome to evaluate 
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during the generational simulation.  When positive results from fitness evaluation were 

found, only the genetic code was inherited through subsequent generations; 

modification of histones that contributed to fitness was only unique to an individual. 

While the specific implementation was seen as more of a GP rather than a GA since 

there were evaluation parameters embedded in the specific genomes, the process of 

epigenetic evaluation would most likely still be appropriate for a GA.  Simulations were 

done on a simple predator/prey analogy and over two-fold improvements were found in 

using EL as compared to standard EC. 

Genetic Algorithms for Path Planning 

Many attempts to apply EC methods to solve various problems within the robotics 

community have been attempted.  Because EC is good for finding solutions in very 

large search spaces, one area that has seen much attention has been robotic 

manipulators that need to optimize many different variables at once while coordinating 

movement within a 3-D environment.  GA was used early on to bypass inverse 

kinematic solving to control a 6 DOF arm in a dynamic environment by using simple 

evolutionary operators in parallel populations [46].  Another approach that used EC for 

the pick and place problem was implemented by splitting up the problem space into an 

optimization and planning stage [47].  The first stage planned with EC to find the best 

grasping method while a subsequent stage used bidirectional Rapidly-Exploring 

Random Trees (RRT) for start and goal path configurations.  Even with the addition of 

pre-filtering EC populations for feasibility, the method was able to produce results but 

only for offline planning.  Another application of EC for robotics was to find optimal 

sensor layout configurations for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) [48].  This is another 

high dimensional problem because parameters such as 3-D position, orientation, and 
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sensor calibration were used as optimization criteria.  Robotic controllers have also 

been evolved using concepts from GA [49], [50].  Kumar et al. used EC to simulate 

protein-like systems to evolve robot controllers for obstacle avoidance in a binary, 

structured environment [51].  They were able to evolve genetic regulatory networks 

which used predefined behaviors to interact with the robot’s environment. 

 Path construction using GA can be decomposed into two main areas of 

application: static and dynamic environments.  The way in which solutions emerge from 

these two environments have an effect on what evolutionary techniques are applicable 

to meeting planner expectations.  Solutions are generally able to converge better for 

static environments while a more reactionary approach is desired for dynamic 

environments at the loss of optimality.   

Static Environments 

In many instances, a robot may only need to navigate through a static environment 

with all obstacles known a priori with no possibility of environmental change through the 

lifecycle of movement.  The planning problem becomes much more constrained so that 

simplistic approaches can yield good results.  Geisler and Mankis created one such GA 

system that used a binary grid representation and constrained movement to Manhattan 

choices with row/column indices for each portion of the genome [52].  While only using 

small areas and offline simulations, reasonably well optimized paths were evolved using 

the techniques normally applied to GA.  Larger areas were attempted in [53] by 

exploring path generation for an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) in a 300x300 

mile area.  The space was decomposed into a grid representation and typical GA 

methods were applied including elitism and immigrants to reduce premature 

convergence.  An interesting crossover mechanism was created which only merged 
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paths at their intersection points which had the effect of stabilizing the crossover of 

individuals.   

While most strategies involving GA path planning use binary obstacle 

environments, one implementation used a fuzzy classification that would more likely 

correspond to real world conditions [54].  Fries used a grid cell decomposition of the 

environment and classified each cell as being occupied, free, or varying.  With the 

introduction of variably classified cells, the cost of paths that traveled over these cells 

had to include an extra cost variable.  While Fries did only consider path planning for a 

holonomic robot, his use of a quadtree to represent the grid allowed for an efficient path 

planner that could most likely scale with increasing distance or resolution. 

While GA can often find good solutions in large search spaces, they sometimes 

have difficulty finding optimal solutions which are very close to the converged solution.  

Candido solved this issue by applying a local search optimization after the GA solution 

converged to some threshold [55].  Using perturbation to continually try to straighten 

generated paths, he was able to find solutions where previous attempts got stuck in 

loopbacks.  While he did use a slight mutation operator which increased in application at 

each generation, it did not seem to have the same dramatic effect as the local search 

smoothing.  One notable portion of the approach was the use of a vector path 

representation which decomposed the path into a series of angles.  Although using a 

vector space is much more efficient for very large representations, the collective 

contributions of sensitivities with each angle in the path probably lead to the issues with 

the mutation operation mentioned above. 
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Dynamic Environments 

Dynamic environments for the robotic path composition problem can be equated in 

many ways to the DOPs previously discussed.  The fitness landscape of the robotic 

search space can change due to moving obstacles or discrepancies in sensor 

information.  In both instances, the fitness of the currently classified optimal path may 

change or another path may emerge with better fitness.  There have been several 

robotic planners that have taken a dynamic evaluation of the environment into account 

when finding optimal paths. 

 The simplest adjustment to the GA method to deal with dynamic environments is 

to increase mutation when collisions were detected in the path [56].  This is similar to 

many approaches seen with DOPs as noted previously.  Ho and Yang found that 

adjusting the mutation rate allowed paths to quickly adjust to changes in the search 

space.  They found that normal blind GA operators were not enough to promote 

convergence so several domain specific operations were added to maintain 

performance including specific repair tactics, node movements, and node deletions.  

Another aspect that should not be overlooked is that the planner kept infeasible paths in 

the population which most likely helped with faster resetting as dynamic obstacles 

moved through optimal paths. 

 As with static GA path planners, vector planners have also been designed for 

dynamic environments [57].  A combination of specialized smoothing functions, 

repairing, and shortcut generation was used along with random immigrants and 

individual chromosome memory to generate dynamic plans in a small, binary 

environment.  Genes were represented as fixed x-y coordinates and combined into an 

ordered chromosome.  While no mention of either generational or computational 
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performance is made, nor a precise description of the dynamic obstacles, it is asserted 

that the configuration is able to generate plans for static and dynamic environments for 

holonomic machines.   

 Another approach recognized an important characteristic of applying GA to 

dynamic planners.  A path planner for robotic soccer was designed for an embedded 

system which used external cameras and classification systems to generate paths in a 

binary space to avoid other robotic soccer players which were moving around in the 

same field [58].  Updates as to position and movement of players were continuously fed 

into the embedded GA planner to update the planned path.  A vectorized path was 

generated by minimizing the path distance while the distance from other players was 

maximized.  While dynamic obstacles were only tested in simulation, similar results 

would probably be obtained from real world tests if the sensor and subsequent 

classifications are filtered appropriately. 

Genetic Algorithm Modifications 

A central aspect to the efficiency of the GA process is how the problem domain is 

represented in terms of the generalized genetic basis: individual genes.  The most basic 

decomposition technique would be to build a graph of the search space and then use 

GA to find a path through the graph [59].  However, building a graph takes extra time, 

may not be applicable to all spaces, and may be more efficiently traversed using other 

graph searching algorithms.  Several differing strategies have been formulated to 

address representation for the path planning problem. 

 While most methods have used grid based structures to segment the workspace 

environment, the way in which movement is defined has varied greatly.  One approach 

seen often is to use index values and subsequent directional movement values to define 
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a path [52].  Movement can also be constrained by adding special operators in the 

chromosome to alter the evaluation of the evolved indices [60].  Because these 

approaches simplistically define robotic motion within the workspace, fitness evaluation 

can be quickly calculated and compared.  However, more compact encodings can be 

achieved by allowing for diagonal movement within a grid [61].  Using grid based 

representations are good for small areas but as the workspace size increases, vector 

models are sometimes more efficient at storing large amounts of high resolution data.  

The obvious encoding method in a vector search space is with the use of simple 

Cartesian coordinates as genes.  However, when planning paths, smooth curves can 

also be generated using spline components in the chromosome [62].  In many 

circumstances robots can only perform a certain set of movements to navigate through 

an environment.  Chromosome representation can take this into account by 

representing genes as predefined, constrained movements which the robot can execute 

[63].  Dimensionality of the encoding method was taken into account in [64].  In this 

method, a straight line was drawn from the start to goal point and each gene was 

represented as a perpendicular offset from this line at regular intervals.  While leading to 

faster convergence, this method would not work for paths that need switchbacks which 

would require a different parameterization. 

 Some planners have found success in representing the candidate paths as spline 

curves.  Splines offer a way to represent a smooth path of any distance with only a few 

control parameters with the tradeoff of having more complex evaluation to find 

intermediate points along the path.  Chang et al. used seventh order spine curves in 

addition to multiple required vehicle poses along the path to generate feasible 
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trajectories [65].  A course island parallel architecture laid the groundwork for finding 

solutions while a local search perturbation technique was applied to any candidate 

solutions.  However, only a 2-D, binary search space with static obstacles was used for 

offline planning.   

 Spline curves have several disadvantages though including sensitivity to small 

changes in parameters and increasing order needed for more complicated curves.  B-

spline curves solve these problems by using many lower order polynomial curves over 

sections of the entire curve while ensuring continuity and smoothness at each domain 

edge.  Nikolos et al. used B-splines in a 3-D search space where the environment was 

built from a static functionally defined terrain mapped into a grid [66].  Although no 

information was given on processing time or discretized path length, the offline planner 

was able to find feasible solutions within 20 generations by using high mutation rates to 

escape local optima.  The number of control points was constricted to six to allow for 

consistent directional precedence during crossover operations which allowed the GA to 

follow promising path directions more easily.  An extension to this method was 

attempted in [67] to allow for online planning by artificially placing the control points in 

addition to potential fields to avoid locally detected, binary obstacles. 

 B-splines were also used in [68] in a hybrid approach which used non-dominated 

GA search along with clustering and local search to plan a path through a functionally 

defined three dimensional static search space.  The goal of the planner was to provide a 

set of solution paths which optimized different criteria so a user could select a path 

suitable for a given situation.  After a population of solutions was generated using the 

non-dominated GA, clustering techniques were used to group the solutions into 
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separate populations.  Local search perturbations were then applied to this set of 8 to 

10 solutions to further refine each path.  The user would then be able to choose the 

path most appropriate for the situation at hand. 
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Figure 3-1.  Hyper-mutation is applied to the population whenever a change in average 

fitness or some other measure of change is detected in the population.  The 
mutation rate is temporarily increased to find better solutions in the modified 

search space. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Simplistic Simulation 

A basic simulator has been created which tests the strategies involved with using 

GA for forming a path.  Various evolutionary elements such as mutation rates, 

population size, and crossover types have been evaluated and experimented with.  For 

ease of development, a graphical interface and planning framework created for another 

project was used.  The program uses a vector space with binary n-sided polygons which 

can to be inserted into and moved within the environment.  Since the path planners that 

CIMAR has implemented in the past have generated a series of wrench commands 

which were executed consecutively, a simplistic path representation was created using 

a set of turning angles and radii recursively applied to form a path as illustrated in 

Figure 4-1.  

This encoding scheme provided for easily constraining the path turning radius 

which is necessary for non-holonomic path planners.  Similar to the implementations 

noted in the literature, the evolutionary operators applied to the generated paths were 

specialized to conform to the specific problem domain.  For example, after the 

crossover breeding operation combined the genetic material from two of the individuals, 

the point of fracture along the chromosome was modified until the minimum turning 

radius criterion was satisfied.  Another of the modifications was the mutation operator 

which iteratively searched the path length for appropriate merging points based on 

turning radius as shown in Figure 4-2.  This is similar to the approach taken in [56] and 

[57].  The fitness of the path was calculated by applying weighting factors to the 
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evaluated length of the path and the distance of the end of the path from the goal point.  

High costs were added to paths that intersected obstacles. 

 While initial simulations on large paths did produce non-obstructed paths, since 

no effort was taken to optimize fitness calculations, the example planner is not 

appropriate for online path generation.  A main hindrance found in minimizing fitness 

evaluation time was the positional dependence of the genes which defined each 

individual.  Each path had to be generated by translating the genetic material into the 

workspace during each generational evaluation.  Using a series of points as genes 

would have allowed for independent matrix operations to be applied to each point which 

could be evaluated in parallel rather than only allowing for only entire paths to be 

evaluated in parallel.  Also, no optimization of polygon intersection was attempted.  

Much research has gone into the efficiency of finding whether certain geometries 

overlap.  Because this was an initial test effort, no indexing tree structures or caching 

strategies were used for testing fitness of each generated path.  For this reason, 

planning time was relatively long and highly dependent on the amount of obstacles in 

the environment.  Each generation took about 0.25 - 0.5 seconds to evaluate in the 

following trials running on an Intel Core2 T7200 processor. 

Reactive Search 

After testing and manipulating several evolutionary operators to optimize the static 

path generation, the binary obstacles were given velocities to see the effects of dynamic 

elements on the simplistic GA planner.  Results are shown in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-

10.  Initial testing of planning methods reveals a significant drawback of the chosen 

representation model.  The adjustments needed to modify the path quickly enough to 

obtain a non-obstructed path were generally not able to be found quickly with the 
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evolutionary operators that were used in the trials.  This was most likely caused by the 

amount of information needing to be built to represent the curved shapes representing 

the most efficient paths around the obstacles.  Also, the trials were most likely not 

representative of how a real-time planner should operate since changes in the dynamic 

obstacles were not updated with each consecutive generational step.   

Parallel Evaluation 

Over the past several years, complex computational problems have been 

transformed with the use of massively parallel processors available on consumer based 

Graphical Processor Units (GPU).  Almost real-time calculations are able to be 

completed which used to take many hours of computation.  These processors were 

designed to tackle the calculations involved with rendering a set of pixels on the screen.  

Since these calculations are not necessarily dependent on each other, the graphics 

industry has tended towards scaling parallel calculations rather than individual 

calculation speed as was seen in the common computer industry which use a Central 

Processing Unit (CPU).   

An important facet of GPU processing is the ability of the problem to be 

decomposed into smaller work units which can be operated on individually.  Some 

problem domains do not translate well to GPUs because of this requirement and 

subsequently do not see any performance gains.  However, if the problem can be 

decomposed into evaluations which are not highly coupled with subsequent 

calculations, speed gains of at least an order of magnitude are not uncommon when 

processing a problem set on GPUs. 

In EC, the use of parallel processors has been studied for nearly 20 years.  Much 

work has gone into making systems modeled on nature with separate populations 
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evolving in parallel.  Evolving species separately improves the chance that more of the 

search space will be explored.  Differing mechanisms have been developed to 

coordinate interspecies combination including how and when to move individuals across 

the separately evolving islands of species.   

Several existing libraries which use GPU computation have been evaluated with 

various levels of abstraction including NVIDIA’s CUDA and ATI’s STREAM.  Instead, to 

avoid the problem of vendor lock-in, OPENCL was chosen to implement the parallel 

processing proposed in this research.  OPENCL is hardware neutral and able to be run 

on any of the competing GPU choices as well as most multi-core CPU types.  This 

allows modularity of code across testing platforms without the need to duplicate 

hardware.  Since the aim of this research is not specifically to advance GPU 

computation, the JAVACL interface was picked for both ease of use and customization 

options which will overcome bottlenecks commonly associated with errors in 

implementing other libraries. 
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Figure 4-1.  Each gene represent a pairing of angle applied at the previous point in the 

path along with the distance to travel along that ray to fix the next point in the 
path. 

 

 
Figure 4-2.  The path on the left shows how the smoothing mutation can remove 

abnormalities from a jagged path.  The path on the right shows how the 
expansion mutation can allow a portion of the path to expand around any 
possible obstacles and thereby create viable solutions. 
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Figure 4-3.  Trial 1 of static obstacles.  Initial population of individual paths within the 

simulated environment.  The black lines show individuals.  The white line 
shows the best individual for the current generation.  The red polygons are 
the obstacles.  The start point is shown as green and the goal point is shown 
as red. 
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Figure 4-4.  Final path found after 50 generations for the first trial with static obstacles.  

The figure on the left represents the best individual path in white with the red 
polygons as obstacles.  The picture on the right shows the search given to the 
genetic algorithm in the test GUI. 

 

 
Figure 4-5.  A graph of the fitness of the best individual in the population against the 

generational count of the simulation. 
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Figure 4-6.  Static obstacle Trial 2.  The picture on the right shows how the desired plan 

was given to the planner.  The box on the left shows the initial population of 
individuals in black with the best path highlighted in white.  The red polygons 
represent obstacles while the green and red dots represent the start and end 
points of the desired path respectively. 
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Figure 4-7.  The best path found for Trail 2 after 50 generations were run.  The white 

line represents the best individual path while the red polygons represent the 
static obstacles in the search environment. 
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Figure 4-8.   A graph showing the best individual’s fitness from each generation for 

Trail2.   
 

 
Figure 4-9.  Dynamic obstacle trial.  The figure on the left represents the best path 

(white) in the environment after 25 generations.  The red polygon represents 
the obstacle which was static during these 25 generations while the green 
and red dots represent the start and goal points respectively.  The middle 
figure shows how the obstacle was moved at the 25th generation invalidating 
the previous generation’s best individual.  The figure on the right shows the 
result after a total of 25 more generations after the obstacle was moved. 
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Figure 4-10.  The fitness of the best individual is shown as the generational count is 

increased.  After 25 generations, the obstacle is moved. 
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CHAPTER 5 

REFINED APPROACH 

Problem Scope 

The goal of this research is to search large datasets in a short amount of time to 

generate low-cost paths.  Possibly non-monotonic paths need to be generated and 

evaluated in a given reactive timeframe.  Since a nondeterministic genetic algorithm will 

be used to generate the paths, the proposed methods are not appropriate for platform-

critical navigation.  Rather, a system is desired which will act as a high level, global 

guidance planner which should be combined with other navigation techniques to control 

the actual robotic platform.  While the planner was envisioned to function solely as a 

basis for an autonomous robot, relevance may also be found in real-time path 

adjustment optimization for human operators.   

Workspace Definition 

The sensor data was first defined in terms of a quad-tree representation.  This 

organization allows for efficient storage by recursively dividing a workspace into equally 

weighted divisions.  Using a quad tree was a natural representation for insertion/lookup 

of the indexed traversability classification which was naturally expandable which 

allowed for arbitrarily large amounts of data to be stored and queried.  However, while 

determining a method for evaluating which traversability cells a candidate path 

occupied, the quad-tree representation was found to greatly hinder the lookup process.  

While a single location within the graph could easily be queried, determining which cells 

a line traveled through involved many calculations to move up and down through the 

data structure (Figure 5-1).   
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 In light of this development, the traversability values were instead stored in a 

hash map of regular sized grids.  This arrangement serves to provide constant lookup 

for any given location while removing the costs or traversing multiple portions of the 

data structure seen when using the quad-tree.  Cell occupancy could then be 

determined using a simplistic Bresenham-based intersection algorithm.  The overall 

effect was a reduction in complexity along with more efficient evaluation at an increased 

cost of calculating the indices before lookup.  The expandable nature of the hashing 

method can also be used with large datasets to store and search the data just as with 

the quad-tree.  This benefit comes with a small increase in calculation time needed to 

condense the cells into lower resolutions.  The quad-tree insertion algorithm inherently 

handles this as each node is already visited as a cell value is inserted whereas with the 

hashing method, each resolution needs to be calculated by directly evaluating groups of 

higher resolution cells.  However, the advantage of finding cell occupancy far outweighs 

these minor inefficiencies.  While each grid value could be globally hashed, a collection 

of these cells was instead chosen at a predetermined size.  This was done so that in the 

future these global grids can more easily be cached to disk if needed.  In this research, 

all traversability information was stored in memory instead of using disk caching 

techniques (Figure 5-2).  For the OpenCL grid representation, a static linear array 

represented the search space. 

Spline Representation 

As noted throughout the literature, one of the driving forces behind the efficiency of 

any GA architecture is the method in which domain specific properties are encoded or in 

the genetic representation.  Spline curves are presented as being a compact definition 

which can represent highly complex curved paths.  Third degree B-splines in particular 
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have been used with EA techniques to evolve paths through both binary [65] and 

functionally represented [68] search spaces.  B-splines offer compact representation, 

fast evaluation techniques like De Boor’s algorithm as well as guaranteed smoothness 

and positional independence (Figure 5-3).  This last property will most likely help with 

the positional dependency problems seen with the trial representation.  The start and 

end of the path will be set by using clamped knot conditions while other knot values will 

be initialized in equal divisions determined by the other spline parameters.  For an 

autonomous path planning operation, fast evaluation and numeric stability are 

especially important.  B-splines are a subset of splines which and are composed of 1 or 

more Bezier curves.  These curves are defined by a set of control points and knot points 

which are evaluated to produce a parameterized curve function.  Each division of the 

curve is evaluated by using a local set of control points which is directly dependent on 

the order of the curve.  Any modification to a specific control point only affects the 

specific divisions that contain that control point; all other divisions are left unaffected 

(Figure 5-4). 

For this research, a 3rd order B-spline curve was chosen as a compromise 

between the ability to represent more complex curves and the speed of calculating the 

parameterized points along the spline.  Increasing the order of the curve would allow for 

more complex local curves at the expense of longer calculation times.  Clamped 

conditions were chosen as a natural property of the path planning problem in that the 

curves generated must start at a specified location and end at the desired end point of 

the plan.  Knot positioning also can have a dramatic effect on the evaluation of the 
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curve.  However, to speed curve evaluation, consistently equal knot spacing was used 

which also allowed for reuse of the conditioned spline matrices (Figure 5-5).   

One interesting aspect of B-spline curves is the ability of calculated values to be 

reused for equivalent control point counts.  Initial calculations for the 3rd degree b-

splines can generate a 4x4 matrix for each parametric division which is only dependent 

on the amount of control points specified.  These matrices can be applied to any set of 

control points as long as the amount of control points stays constant.  This operation 

can be defined as conditioning a static set of stored matrices.  To take advantage of this 

situation, a static store of spline divisional matrices was set up to only calculate the 4x4 

unconditioned values whenever it was not already stored.  After calculation, these 

values were placed in storage for any subsequent evaluations of splines with the 

equivalent amount of control points. 

While methods exist for evaluating or approximating the derivative of b-splines, for 

this research a holonomic platform will be considered which does not need to constrict 

driving angles while moving.  This assumption was used because the added complexity 

of determining and filtering candidate solutions doesn’t necessarily contribute to the 

overall goal of the research.  The constraint would simply add another cost to the fitness 

evaluation and possibly cause some extra consideration during the application of 

mutation operators. 

Path Cost 

Costs for each path were determined differently for each population.  The costs for 

candidate solutions included the cost of each cell the spline intersects, the length of the 

spline, the amount of control points used in the definition and any masked cell values 

the spline travels through (Figure 5-6).  Higher costs were given to solutions at low 
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resolutions that had many control points.  This cost linearly decreased until the highest 

resolution population was reached where no extra cost was placed on individuals based 

on the amount control points.  By applying different cost evaluations at different 

resolutions, an evaluated individual in one population could not be compared directly to 

individuals in another population based purely on cost.  However, this is irrelevant for 

the research when noting that individuals transferred between populations automatically 

are reevaluated at the new resolution.   

Ratios were applied to the length cost and cell cost portion of the total cost 

function to allow for adjustments for the desired convergence behavior.  For example, a 

low relative cell cost for the cost function would allow length to become a more 

important factor in the solution process whereas a high cell cost ratio would favor 

candidate solutions which may be longer in length but traverse lower cost cells (Figure 

5-7). 

Spline Observations 

By experimenting with how 3rd order B-splines are affected by placement of control 

points, many relevant observations were noted which will help predict how they should 

be used for path planning.  These observations were taken into consideration when 

designing the various operators which are applied to the individual splines during the 

evolutionary process.   

The first aspect, which is to be expected considering the parametric nature of 

evaluation, is the effect close groupings of control points has on the curve as a whole.  

Grouping control points relatively close together as a function of the total curve length 

tends to create straighter lines between these groupings (Figure 5-8).  This effect could 

have a positive influence on the evolutionary process when considering the case of 
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trying to find a path through a straight corridor.  However, for non-holonomic platforms, 

an abrupt change in heading most likely caused by these control point groups may 

cause planning issues.  Also, groupings of points tend to force all the incremental 

evaluations for the curve to occur in the locality of the group.  This sometimes leads to 

relatively jagged paths leading towards and out of the grouping area.  An obvious 

arbitration of these conditions is simply to increase the parametric evaluations to 

smooth the rest of the curve.  However, working with such unbounded mitigating 

strategies does not usually allow for a reliable planning strategy.   

Another attribute of control point placement occurs when ordering of points is 

considered.  The majority of cases this research addresses are paths which are 

monotonic.  However, by placing lower index control points further away from the start 

of the path than higher index control points, evaluation tends to generate loops along 

the path (Figure 5-9).  This would be valuable for instances when a point in the search 

space needs to be visited multiple times.  However, a non-monotonic search is not 

reasonable when considering our problem scope.  An easy way to arbitrate this looping 

behavior is to simply constrain the control points to have a relatively ordered positioning 

along the spline path as they are generated.  

One more interesting spline behavior is noted as control points are placed along 

the segments in between previous control points.  This simple procedure tends to pull 

the curve closer to the aforementioned segment which will likely decrease the 

smoothness of the overall curve while constraining the locality of the curve to a more 

predictable pattern (Figure 5-10).  The overall predicted value of this procedure in 

relation to path planning can be seen when considering how the evolutionary process 
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tends to need injections of relevant genetic material to allow for better convergence.  

One of the negative effects of this behavior is that further placement of control points 

has more of an influence on the overall evaluation of the curve.  When using a specific 

increment count, spline smoothness will change when blocking in applied to the spline.  

This may hinder development of a solution in an unconstrained search space. 

Spline Calculation and Evaluation 

As mentioned previously, spline evaluation can be separated into several steps.  

This first step is the calculation of the statically defined divisional matrices.  This is done 

by conditioning the De Boor’s algorithm instance which relates to the specific amount of 

points needed in the current spline (Figure 5-11).  When keeping knot placement, 

separation and point count consistent, the relationship can be decomposed to a 4x4 

matrix which is applicable for each division of the spline (Figure 5-12).  These 

conditioned values can then be used with the incremental parametric steps to calculate 

various points along the spline curve for each division.  Since each of these steps is 

only coupled relative to downstream evaluation, a single definition can be reused at 

various instances during the process.  For example, after the raw divisional matrices are 

calculated for a specific amount of control points, the same 4x4 matrices can be used 

for another spline with the same amount of control points.  Also, after the raw 4x4 

divisions are conditioned with a set of control points, the calculated values can be 

reused for different incremental evaluations to increase or decrease the resolution of the 

final curve as desired.   

 Another important facet of spline evaluation is how the cost of the spline will be 

calculated within the search space.  For this research, regular grids of values will be 

used to discretize the space.  Each grid cell represents the predicted traversability of 
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that region in space as evaluated for the specific robotic platform.  At first, the 

Bresenham line algorithm seems like the appropriate choice for evaluating which grid 

cells the spline will travel through.  However, this algorithm is only applicable for 

segments which originate and terminate at the center of cells.  For the specific 

application desired in this research, relatively fine-grained curves will need to be 

evaluated in relatively large grid cells.  It would not be appropriate in many cases to 

simply snap the origin of a path to the center of a grid cell.  Instead, a modified 

approach was taken which calculates exactly which grid cells the curve will occupy 

along its length (Figure 5-13).  The method is simply explained by the evaluation of all y-

intercepts between the start and end of the segment while considering the specific local 

grid spacing and indexing of the search space.  A simple stepping algorithm is then 

used to classify how many cells in the y direction are traversed between these y-

intercept values (Figure 5-14).  These ordered cell indices can then be stored and 

searched as needed when the spline cost is evaluated. 

Parallel Calculation with OpenCL 

The previous referenced spline evaluation techniques were specifically chosen to 

allow the operations to be parallelized.  In recent years, parallel calculation has gained 

in popularity due to its application in computer gaming and graphical rendering.  These 

areas benefit from parallel processing because under many circumstances, the 

evaluation of each pixel on a screen often does not depend on any other pixels.  This 

allows different portions of the screen to be rendered at the same time thereby 

producing an image on the screen in a shorter amount of time.  In many problem 

domains, calculating results in parallel can speed evaluation by orders of magnitude.   
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Convergence speed is very important for the application in question which can 

generally either be achieved by calculating each generation very fast, decreasing the 

amount of generations it takes for convergence, or some combination of the two.  In this 

research, the OpenCL architecture will be leveraged to increase the speed of 

generational evaluation.  OpenCL is an open standard which allows for a wide variety of 

hardware abstractions with a single programming interface.  Many different hardware 

manufacturers have adopted the standard and have created drivers which support the 

libraries needed for this work.   

Offloading computation to a generic compute unit such as a graphical processing 

unit often introduces considerable latency when considering the time it takes to load and 

unload any data buffers from and to main memory.  Queuing and loading jobs on the 

GPU can also limit performance. This may actually make calculations completed on a 

GPU take more overall time than if the calculations were simply done on a central 

processor.  However, parallel calculation on a GPU can obtain orders of magnitude 

faster speeds when buffers are appropriately filled and queued.  For this research, 

entire generations will be loaded onto a GPU and each division in the population will be 

evaluated in parallel which should overcome this barrier when considering large 

datasets.   

OpenCL programming is consolidated into kernel programs which will be run on 

many cores at once to calculate the desired solution.  Kernel programming is similar to 

any other functional language with specific constraints on how data is passed and 

operated upon.  The general compute environment is abstracted into dimensional layers 

of working units.  Each work group has a number of multiple dimensional work items 
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(Figure 5-15).  Each item and group is assigned index values which can be used to 

designate what data will be worked on and how the answer will be stored (Figure 5-16).   

The natural representation for input and output in OpenCL is a linear array of 

values.  This is expected when considering the hardware will eventually need to copy a 

specific domain of memory onto the OpenCL compute buffers.  For this research, the 

spline calculations are already in a relatively flattened representation.  However, since 

whole generations are to be loaded onto the compute unit at one time, the spline data 

must be combined and indexed together into common buffers.  Indexing the transferred 

data is important when considering that each work unit will need to figure out what 

information it needs to process and where it will need to store the answer (Figure 5-17). 

A combination of the three spline operations was programmed into two kernels to 

reduce the need of copying memory to and from the compute unit.  This goes against 

the common guidance for creating OpenCL kernels which generally advises to keep the 

programs short and non-complex.  However, it works well when one has uniform 

operators that need to be applied to large datasets.  In this specific circumstance, all the 

needed information could be pre-loaded into memory and operated upon with two 

queued operations.  This actually alleviates the job queuing trouble created by calling 

OpenCL from multiple threads.  Less items in the queue allows each of the population 

threads to process its own information while leaving the parallel calculating queue open 

to increase overall system response.   

 As mentioned earlier, spline calculations are partitioned so that each parallel 

execution operates on a single division.  This includes conditioning the raw spline 

matrices, calculating the spline incremental points, and finally finding which grid cells 
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the spline will occupy.  The last of these operations goes one step further and finds the 

actual cost of each increment in the division.  At first, since the datasets are large, the 

practical latency involved with transferring these large data chunks (up to 64MB in our 

large test case) was predicted to hinder overall evaluation.  With this in mind, the first 

strategy employed with grid evaluation was to simply find the index values traversed by 

each spline on the GPU and then complete the cell lookup on the CPU.  Poor results 

were obtained with this method with speed gains of only 5-10% and only when working 

with large datasets and large populations.  Actual populations generated in these large 

search spaces were generating approximately 50MB of index values to lookup which 

presented a large bottleneck when considering different sized buffers needed to be 

generated and transferred for each generational evaluation.  Instead, the memory 

bandwidth of the GPU was exploited by loading a static search grid into the onboard 

GPU memory at startup.  This may lead to some small issues when updates to the 

search space need to be pushed to the GPU memory buffers. 

All three divisional operators pushed to the GPU did not have the same 

detrimental forces on the search process.  The matrix conditioning and increment 

calculation had a small effect on total processing time when compared to the cell 

occupancy lookup (Figure 5-18).  This would be mirrored when considering the 

calculations needed for the GPU.  However, since matrix conditioning and increment 

calculation are simply matrix calculations, these operations were programed into the 

GPU kernels.  Speedups for these calculations were still dramatic when considering 

large data sets (Figure 5-19 and Figure5-20).  At least an order of magnitude was 

gained when discounting queuing and array copying times which can add around 10-
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20ms for the trials in question.  Also, the cell lookup operation also achieved 

phenomenal gains in calculation speed when completed on the GPU (Figure 5-21 and 

Figure5-22).  About 2 orders of performance magnitude were gained in this case when 

discounting times to load and unload buffers.  Overall, using OpenCL allowed for large 

datasets to be evaluated 4-5 times faster than using the native CPU.  This included all 

of the inconsistencies involved in queuing the jobs on the GPU as well as transferring 

and processing the data on and off the GPU. 

Combinatorial Operations 

After noting the previously described spline observations and testing preliminary 

generation of random splines with simple crossover, domain specific genetic operations 

were designed to limit and guide the convergence process.  These operations 

appropriately constrained and bounded the solution while still allowing for diverse 

genetic material to be injected into the population.  Most of the operators were applied 

to 1-5% of the population to generate new individuals with the exception of the 

perturbation operation being applied at 10%.  The remainder of the next generation of 

candidate solutions was created by using crossover as a default creation operation.  

The average population size was maintained at 100 individuals unless otherwise noted.  

To promote consistency, the operators were continually applied until the amount of 

desired individuals was able to be inserted into the new generation or a threshold for 

attempts was reached.  This scheme was implemented because it was often found that 

for operators such as the Swap function, in many instances the result of a swap 

generated a duplicate genome to an individual already stored in the next population.  

Since only unique individuals are allowed to exist in each population, this would have 

prevented the newly created individual from being added to the next generation. 
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Bounded Operators 

Since the objective of this research is path planning within some giving search 

space, individual candidate solutions which are generated with unbounded ranges is not 

appropriate.  If the operators did not take the general locations of the stored 

traversability grids into account, entire generations may be wasted until the population 

randomly came upon evaluating a solution which contained the stored information.  To 

mitigate these unfavorable conditions, many of the proposed operators take the bounds 

of the search space into account when randomly generating mutations or exchange of 

genetic information.  Two different bounding procedures were considered for this 

research: global bounding and local bounding.  Global bounding is most useful when 

finding some appropriately localized solution while local bounding is best for 

convergence of that solution to some local minima. 

Globally Bounded Operators 

Mutation 

A simple mutation operation was created which considers a control point in the 

genome at a random index (excluding the starting and ending points) and changes the 

control point location to some other randomly generated location.  This location is 

constrained to the overall search space dimensions so as to preclude unreasonable 

points. 

Inflation 

Similar to the mutation operator, an inflationary operator was created which inserts 

a new control point at a random location in the genome.  Again, this newly created 

location is bounded to the search space to prevent unnecessary evaluations.  The 

purpose of the inflationary operator is to allow for more involved curves so that complex 
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environmental constraints can be navigated successfully.  This operator was especially 

advantageous when dealing with large spaces with a relatively small population size.  In 

order to create curves that would test more of the search space, extra control points 

were needed (Figure 5-23). 

Locally Bounded Operators 

In some cases, especially within large search space sizes, the aforementioned 

operators were not able to generate control points which were applicable to previous 

solutions.  While beneficial for starting exploration, this tended to prevent quick 

convergence after a general path area was found.  To overcome this obstacle, 

operators were created which only functioned on a localized region around previous 

solutions. 

Mutation 

For local mutation, the bounding area in which the new control point is randomly 

located is changed from the global search space to a rectangular region defined by the 

start and ending points of the previous solution.  The operator then moves one of the 

randomly indexed control points within this area to generate a new candidate solution. 

Inflation 

Like the local mutate operator, a local inflation operator was also created to 

constrain the placement of new control points in the modified individuals.  This operator 

tended to create fine-grain optimization in the localized search area (Figure 5-24). 

Other Operators 

In addition to these basic operators, other processes were fashioned to deal with 

specific problems noted during testing.  Each of the operators was applied at some 
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specified percentage during generational evaluation to maintain overall diversity within 

the population while still promoting convergence within the solution process.  

Deletion 

Often, with using only mutation, inflation and crossover, the individuals in a 

population tended to explode in the amount of control points used (Figure 5-25).  This 

generally led to ordering problems as discussed in the spline observations earlier 

whenever these individuals were combined with individuals with a lower control point 

count.  The inflationary mechanism also tended to concentrate control points in a single 

location which produced sharp changes in direction and hindered adjustment of these 

solutions to changing fitness landscapes (Figure 5-26). 

A deletion operator was, therefore, implemented which simply removes one of the 

control points in the genome at random.  The cost function for evaluation was also 

modified to include an extra cost for using more control points.  This cost is applied 

differently at different resolutions though by assuming more complex curves are more 

applicable at higher resolutions.  Also, less control points at lower resolutions will 

generally decrease evaluation time which is desired at the low-resolutions populations. 

Swap 

Another simple operator was created to deal with the order problem discussed 

earlier.  The swap operator chooses an index at random and swaps the control point 

location at that index with the next control point. 

Crossover equal 

Equal crossover was implemented by choosing the center index to operate on and 

taking the first individual’s genome up to that index and combining it with the genome 

from that index to the end using the second individual’s genome (Figure 5-27).  This 
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method is one of the classic operators employed throughout evolutionary algorithms 

described within the literature. 

Crossover random 

Continuing with the crossover operation, a randomly divided crossover was also 

implemented.  The operator is the same as the equal crossover except that the index for 

splitting the two individuals is randomly chosen.  This was done to allow for good 

starting or ending path portions to be used in the overall solution process more often 

than they would be by simply using equal crossover. 

Block 

Block mutation was created to increase the amount of genetic information in the 

overall population.  Many instances were observed in which the solution converged to a 

relatively straight line when the actual optimal solution contained more curves.  To 

compete with this condition, block mutation adds a bounded random number of control 

points on a random segment of the individual (Figure 5-28).  As noted in the previous 

discussion, the general effect of adding control points on the control point segment is to 

draw the curve closer to the segment and usually does not change the overall locality of 

the solution. 

Fan 

A fan operator was created for highly curved solutions.  This operator chooses a 

control point segment at random and inserts a new point at a constrained random offset 

along this segment at some constrained random distance along the segment (Figure 5-

29).  This operation more narrowly focuses the solution process when the best 

approximated individual is converging in a valley of localized best-cost solutions. 
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Perturbation 

The perturbation method is the most constrictive operator and simply moves the 

control points in a small space around their previous placement.  Both the distance and 

direction of the movement is chosen at random using an exponential function which 

highly favors points close to the original control point.  Using perturbation can be 

considered as equivalent to local hill climbing as small adjustments to the control points 

tends to incrementally find local minima. 

Dynamic Population Ratios 

As mentioned in the literature review, many techniques for changing the ratios of 

operators applied to the population over time have been studied.  For this research, the 

overall goal is to maintain good approximations of the optimal path in a small amount of 

time while planning in a changing environment.  Thus, a minimalistic approach was 

chosen to test adaptive ratios while dealing with a dynamic search space.  A simple 

comparison of the current generation’s individual fitness against the average fitness of 

the previous generation was calculated.  Based on the result, the operation ratio that 

generated the individual in the current generation was then either increased or 

decreased.  The modified ratio would then be used for subsequent generations and 

possibly adjusted again based on the same comparison.   

 This method applies an individual evaluation to determine the ratios.  However, 

when considering a population as a whole, overall genetic diversity may in fact be more 

advantageous than any individual fitness.  Also, this dynamic adjustment considers only 

a single operator when determining how to modify a single ratio.  However, a 

combination of the operators may in fact be causing a unique situation which creates 

better fit candidate solutions without any single ratio dominating the synergistic effect.  
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For example, the blocking mutation operator was created specifically to introduce new 

genetic information into the population.  This operation is likely to generate individuals 

with the same or lower fitness cost.  However, the newly added genetic information 

allows other operators to combine portions of the inflated genomes to create new 

individuals.  The dynamic adjustment procedure would most likely eventually set the 

blocking ratio to zero which will actually hinder its purpose.  With this in mind, the 

dynamic adjustment is bounded to a minimum and maximum which can be set by a 

human operator during the process or before runtime.   

Through a qualitative evaluation of the dynamic ratio modification strategy, it was 

determined that since most of the ratios were actually being set to zero, the overall 

effect of the method was hindering convergence minima and convergent speed for 

many of the test cases.  Most of the operators are only applied at 1-5% of the total 

population.  This small percentage is enough to promote diversity while still allowing the 

normal evolutionary selection process to proceed.  By neglecting the use of these 

operators during the creation of a generation of individuals, the only advantage gained 

is that more individuals need to be created by normal reproductive means so that 

population size can stay consistent.  Over most of the tests that were done, this tended 

to either cause minor inefficiencies or sometimes greatly impact convergence especially 

with dynamic environments and focused search examples. 

Population Building Blocks 

Research into exactly why evolutionary computation converges to local optima and 

what causes this to happen has been a widely studied area throughout the literature.  

As noted earlier in the discussion, one interesting insight into this area is the idea that 

building blocks, which are simply important identifiable portions of the genetic code, will 
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have a dramatic effect on how the population converges.  As applied to this specific 

research, building blocks are classified as portions of the spline definition which will 

effect subsequent generations of offspring.  Since the genetic code for our problem 

domain is defined as the control points used to calculate the spline, combinations of 

these control points will be considered as possible building blocks in the evolutionary 

process.  Traditionally, research has been done to find out how to guide the search so 

that these building blocks turn up earlier.  Finding these building blocks quickly will allow 

convergence with fewer generational evaluations. 

Since the dataset was discretized at different resolutions, the same spline 

evaluated in each of these spaces will intersect different portions of the traversability 

cells at each resolution.  This insight leads to the idea that a high-resolution spline, one 

with many increments, will most likely evaluate to the same or similar cells in a low 

resolution space (Figure 5-30).  Thus, the increment evaluations should be adjusted 

based on the cell dimensions of each population’s dataset.  The same insight can also 

apply to the amount of control points needed for each population.  So as not to 

constrain the solution, a simple variable weighting factor is placed on individuals in each 

population based on the population resolution.  Lower resolution populations need a 

higher weighting factor to guide the solutions to have less control points whereas higher 

resolution populations need less weighting which would allow for more control points. 

The assumption that a low resolution dataset usually needs more simplistic curves 

can be seen as a valid assertion when considering how each spline increment will 

interact with each grid cell within the search space.  At low resolutions, the grid cells are 

relatively large.  If using splines with many increments defined for each division, many 
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of the same parametric points will pass through the same cell.  Of course, there are 

exceptions to this rule when considering edge cases.  The same argument can also be 

applied when explaining why less control points at lower resolutions is more appropriate 

than defining more curves with more control points (Figure 5-31 and Figure 5-32).  A 

natural result of consolidating and downscaling the grid cells is that there will be less 

local irregularity in the search space.   

Using these constraints will naturally guide the solution process by creating 

building block splines without directly specifying how they should be produced.  This 

allows for a dynamic process which can adapt to a wide variety of search spaces and 

conditions.  The strategy also contributes to the anytime planning criterion when 

considering that low resolution populations will be evaluated, on average, even faster 

with less increments and control points.   

The original proposed building block solution was found to be inappropriate for 

aiding convergence (Figure 5-33).  While divisional groups of control points were able to 

maintain their independent positional evaluation, connecting disparate blockings of 

control points created inconsistencies between the previously advantageous divisions.  

This effect actually hindered development of a solution by allowing too much 

generational influence and likely biasing the search toward undesired portions of the 

search space.   

Problems with control point ordering, as noted earlier, were more prevalent when 

combining these previously identified groupings.  Instead, better results, in terms of 

convergence speed and cost were obtained by constricting the control point count and 

incremental evaluations differently for each population.  These modifications are still 
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considered as forming solutions from foundational building blocks.  The simplistic 

curves created in low-resolution populations are used as seeds which can then be 

modified and arranged differently in higher resolution populations.  This can lead to 

better candidate solutions in a smaller generational count and therefore subsequently in 

smaller time steps.   

Anytime Planning with Population Seeding 

The anytime planning criterion dictates that some solution must be given at a 

specified time-step which should incrementally improve as time permits.  In this 

research, anytime planning was achieved through the use of evolutionary populations 

running in parallel on different datasets.  The natural assumption for this condition is 

that by working with a smaller dataset, a population can converge more quickly to an 

approximate solution while the population working on traversability data at the actual 

sensor resolution will take longer to evaluate each generation and therefore take longer 

to produce a viable candidate solution convergence.   

Separating the solution space into different resolutions achieves this partitioned 

scheme while still preserving the real data set’s influence on the faster searches at low 

resolutions.  This is achieved by blocking, or combining, groups of grid cells at each 

resolution and using the worst-case traversability value in that group as the value of the 

cell at the next lower resolution dataset (Figure 5-34). This strategy serves to create a 

reliable representation wherein an unobstructed path may be generated while using a 

smaller search space. 

As noted in the literature review, the idea of parallel populations working together 

by exchanging candidate solutions is a well-studied strategy in evolutionary 

computation.  However, when applying this process to an anytime planning criterion, the 
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most appropriate method will be to use the different abstracted search spaces for each 

population rather than evaluating many disparate populations, using the same dataset, 

in parallel.  This idea has probably not been studied because the reactive nature of this 

research is relatively unique to the realm of evolutionary algorithms.  The most widely 

applied use case for evolutionary computation is incremental optimization where the 

timeframe for convergence is usually ignored and relegated to simply a matter of what 

computer the method is run on.  Comparative efficiency of a method is then derived 

from relative amounts of generational evaluations needed for convergence.  While 

appropriate for many problem domains, this is not sufficient to fulfill the stringent 

constrains the anytime criterion places on the path planning algorithm.   

Stratification of the dataset, of course, will not produce solutions with costs that 

reflect the actual cost of the proposed solution.  This leads to the natural conclusion that 

the candidate solutions from each population should be exchanged between the parallel 

populations.  At first, simply adding all of the best individuals from all the lower level 

populations to the highest resolution population would seem to be appropriate.  

However, considering the anytime criterion, the intermediate resolution populations will 

actually be more likely to converge faster with individuals with better approximate cost 

and therefore should be used first.  This leads to the method in which best-cost 

individuals are exchanged in a cascading operation.  After each generational evaluation, 

the best-cost individual is seeded into each of the next higher resolution populations 

(Figure 5-35). 

For the search condition where a maximum threshold is placed on traversability 

values, the partitioning scheme will still allow for non-obstructive paths to be generated 
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at every time step and population resolution.  Since the downscaling procedure takes 

the worst-cost cell value from the group of cells, the more course representation will still 

prevent paths from passing through these no-go areas.  Also, as the resolution gets 

lower, more of the search space is effectively removed which will generally speed 

convergence of a solution at a faster rate.   

The threshold for the blocking procedure was chosen as the size of the grid cell 

group which is stored in the hash map.  While any resolution could have been picked as 

the default resolution, a natural extension of previous work in the CIMAR lab influenced 

the highest resolution grids to be 128x128 cells.  This figure represents a relatively 

small amount of memory and is a power of 2 which alleviates complications due to 

uneven blocking.  Thus, there will be seven population divisions with the lowest 

resolution generating grids of 4 cells.  Ideally, each population would run on one of 

these discrete workspaces.  However, the computational resources available only 

provide four native cores on the CPU.  This calls into question how beneficial it would 

be to run separate population threads in parallel on a single core when considering 

Sun’s JAVA virtual machine will only distribute a single thread across a single core.  

Therefore, running more populations in parallel would actual hinder the speed of 

evaluation on each CPU core.  Judging the tradeoff of using more populations running 

slower rather than limiting the population count while increasing evaluation speed will be 

evaluated in the following experimental results. 
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Figure 5-1.  A quad-tree representation of the search space with a single spline 

intersecting several portions of the tree.  Any algorithm that determines the 
occupancy of the spline within the quad-tree needs to travel up and down 
each branch several times to determine the next occupied cell. 
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Figure 5-2.  The modified search space storage strategy with downscaled grids stored 

in hashmaps.  Each hashmap can then be queried in linear time and a normal 
array offset lookup can take place to find the value of a specific cell.   

 

 
Figure 5-3.  The representative genome discretization for an individual spline.  Each set 

of 4 overlapping control points represents a single division for a 3rd order b-
spline curve.  Knots are placed equally throughout the spline with clamped 
conditions at the start and end of the spline to ensure the path will travel from 
the start point to the end point. 
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Figure 5-4.  An example spline with each division represented as a different color and 

labeled.  The yellow line and overlapping yellow squares shows the ordered 
spline points that are used in the spline definition to calculate the curve. 

 

 
Figure 5-5.   A spline with knots noted as tick marks along the red b-spline curve.  The 

knots are equally distributed with clamped conditions at each end point.  For a 
3rd order b-spline, clamped conditions will mean that 4 knots always exist at 
both the start and end points. (Source:  
http://www.cs.mtu.edu/~shene/COURSES/cs3621/NOTES/spline/B-
spline/bspline-curve-prop.html. Last accessed March, 2012). 

 
 
 

http://www.cs.mtu.edu/~shene/COURSES/cs3621/NOTES/spline/B-spline/bspline-curve-prop.html
http://www.cs.mtu.edu/~shene/COURSES/cs3621/NOTES/spline/B-spline/bspline-curve-prop.html
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Figure 5-6.  Cost equation for a candidate solution. 
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Figure 5-7.  Stratification effect on generated paths.  White cells represent no-go 
regions while red cells are low cost cells, blue medium cost cells, and green 
cells are high cost.  A) The application of a high stratification ratio will lead to 
paths that favor low cost cells even when the path length is longer.  B) The 
application of a low stratification ratio which favors a short path length over 
low cost cells. 
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Figure 5-8.  The effect of pooled control points on incremental evaluation.  A)  When 
many control points are located around the lower start point, less of the spline 
increments will be left to evaluate along the rest of the curve which leads to 
the overall jagged curve shape.  B)  When control points are more equally 
distributed, the increments can produce a smoother curve. 
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Figure 5-9.  When control points are placed out of order, loops are generally formed 

within the evaluated curve.  The red square represents the start point of this 
spline and the next two points connected with the thin yellow line are 
considered out of order.  These out of order control points produce the loop in 
the thick yellow line which represents the evaluated spline. 
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Figure 5-10.  The effect of the Blocking operator on a spline.  A) Placement of control 

points along the thin yellow connecting segments draws the evaluated thick 
yellow spline curve towards the segments producing straighter lines.  B) The 
original spline which was Blocked in A). 
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Figure 5-11.  The De Boor method for evaluating a parameterized b-spline curve.  S is 

the final spline curve function.  P is the point matrix for the ith increment 
evaluation.  The curve degree is n while m-1 is the amount of knots. 

 

 
 
Figure 5-12.  The De Boor calculated reduced to matrix form for consistently placed 

know separations, clamped conditions, and consistent 3rd degree spline.  A 
unique 4x4 matrix is shown with values A-P which can be calculated for each 
division of the spline.  This matrix can then be conditioned by applying the 
applicable points denoted by the 4x1 P values.  The conditioned values can 
then evaluate each increment within the division by multiplying the 
appropriate parameterized t values for the division.  
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Figure 5-13.  Example resultant of applying the cell occupancy algorithm to a candidate 

spline solution. 
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Figure 5-14.  The modified Bresenham approach to calculate cell occupancy for a line 
segment within a grid of cells.  This approach allows start and end points at 
locations other than the middle of cells. 
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Figure 5-15.  OpenCL divisions of processing and memory capacity.  For this research, 

each division within a population will be calculated by an individual work-item. 
(Source: 
http://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/opencl-
overview.pdf. Last accessed March, 2012). 

 

 
 
Figure 5-16.  Many processing elements exist for each OpenCL compute device.  Each 

compute unit is connected to the host application through a common device 
bus. (Source: 
http://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/opencl-
overview.pdf. Last accessed March, 2012). 

http://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/opencl-overview.pdf
http://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/opencl-overview.pdf
http://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/opencl-overview.pdf
http://www.khronos.org/assets/uploads/developers/library/overview/opencl-overview.pdf
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Figure 5-17.  Indexing method applied so that multiple populations can be processed 

together in one call to the GPU.  Each work item is assigned an index which 
is used with multiple translation index arrays to find out applicable work arrays 
to operate on. 

 

 
 
Figure 5-18.  Application profile during sample run.  The orange arrow signifies 

calculation of the spline points.  The blue arrow shows all cell occupancy 
calculations.  The green arrow shows processing time needed for spline 
conditioning operations. 
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Figure 5-19.  Test runs using a single thread on the CPU to evaluate the conditioning 

and incrementing calculations.  The error bars show the 1 standard deviation 
from the average which is displayed as the bar after 20 trials.  
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Figure 5-20.  Time trials for running the condition/increment process on the GPU.  The 

error bars show the 1 standard deviation from the average which is displayed 
as the bar after 20 trials.  The times do not include loading the information 
onto the GPU or interpreting the results. 
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Figure 5-21.  Cell occupancy using a single thread on the CPU. 
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Figure 5-22.  Cell occupancy using OpenCL GPU processing.  Inconsistencies exist 

between trials because of the unpredictable availability of the GPU. 
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Figure 5-23.  A relatively small amount of individuals in a population will leave portions 

of a large search space unexplored.  Candidate solutions are represented by 
the light blue curves.  More of the space can be explored by increasing the 
allowable control point count for each individual or increasing the amount of 
individuals in a population. 
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Figure 5-24.  In large search spaces, adding control points to an individual will allows 

the population to explore the same locality while still adjusting placement 
around local obstacles. 
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Figure 5-25.  The inflation operator often leads to over specified curves.  This will lead 

to convergence issues as individuals evolve.  The deletion operator applies 
an opposing selection pressure toward the inflation operators. 
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Figure 5-26.  The deletion operator will also remove points that clump together which 

have a negligible effect on the over path cost but will hinder convergence 
during dynamic adjustment. 
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Figure 5-27.  Equal crossover of the blue and orange genomes leads to the resultant 

red offspring genome. 
 

 
 
Figure 5-28.  The effect of the blocking operator on a spline. 
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B 
 
Figure 5-29.  The result of the Fan operation of a spline.  A) The spline with a control 

point added during the Fan operation.  B)  The original spline the Fan 
procedure labeled with green arrows. 
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Figure 5-30.  Increasing grid cell size often requires less increments to determine path 

cell occupancy.  The blue line is a spline with relatively course incremental 
evaluations which in this case leads to a jagged curve.  However, since the 
grid cells are relatively large, the spline would likely travel through the same 
cells if it were evaluated using more increments. 
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Figure 5-31.  A high resolution grid needs more control points to accurately approximate 

a minimum cost path. 
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Figure 5-32.  Low resolution populations need less control points to define candidate 

solutions because splines with more control points will likely evaluate to the 
same cost as those with fewer control points. 

 

 
 
Figure 5-33.  Building blocks combined in an unstructured gene pool to create 

individuals which are then evolved in populations with combination and 
selection pressure. 
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Figure 5-34.  Downscaling a population produces search spaces with grid cells are 

varying size.  The bottom right grid shows the original traversability data 
resolution while the upper left grid shows the highest downscaling search 
space. 
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Figure 5-35.  Organization of a multi-resolution genetic path planner.  Each population 

evolves separately while evaluating candidate solutions on different data sets.  
Best-cost individuals are exchanged between these populations in a cascade 
from lowest resolution to highest resolution.  
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Setup 

The original goal of this research was to create a planner and run it in a real world 

setting using a low level, deterministic reactive controller to arbitrate localized sensor 

readings while using the genetic planner as a high level reactive guide.  For these 

expected conditions, the CIMAR Urban Navigator autonomous vehicle was used to 

gather sensor data from various LIDAR units positioned on the vehicle.  However, after 

some data was collected, it was clear that the abstracted traversability values did not 

produce enough comprehensive terrain data to merit clear path planning over the 

search spaces defined in this research.  Also, as only roads were able to be driven on 

using the specific platform, the data tended to be corridors of roads which is not 

generally well suited for the planner as it was designed and can be better navigated 

using a deterministic planner after abstracting the information to roads or road corridors 

(Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2).   

Considerable effort would have been needed to create the rich search spaces this 

research is aimed at addressing so a simulated environment was instead used to 

implement and test the ideas contained in this research.  To create realistic landscapes, 

the L3DTPro videogame level designer was used.  The program can generate any 

desired height map size and contains an easy to use editor which was leveraged for this 

research to create specific testing scenarios.  Both small (Figure 6-3) and large (Figure 

6-4) grids were generated with this program and altered when needed to conform to 

each testing simulation.  Dynamic objects were inserted into this environment using 

masking maps when cell costs were being calculated (Figure 6-5).  Also, sensor noise 
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was simulated by applying various levels of Gaussian noise to these masks (Figure 6-

6).  In this way, relatively realistic, very large search spaces were generated and tested 

without the need for real sensor data.  The implementation can still work without a 

complete set of data by applying the threshold mask to the data which highly guides the 

search away from these areas (Figure 6-7). 

Testing was set up to try to record some quantitative measure of how well the 

reference implementation functions under various conditions.  Genetic algorithm 

methods are usually compared by the ability of the population to converge to a semi-

optimal solution.  This criterion is appropriate for our testing if the evaluation time for the 

convergence is also taken into account.  Individual population evaluation is important 

but a better measure of the system is how fast the unscaled, highest resolution, search 

space can produce a solution and how the fitness of this solution converges.  Simply 

evaluating the highest-resolution population alone is not reasonable because of the 

seeding exchanges that are done between the resolutions.  The overall solution may 

actually be generated by running the highest resolution population at a slower rate and 

the lower resolution populations at a higher rate.  Thus, the availability of a solution at 

any given resolution is also taken into account when judging the success or failure of 

the process. 

Random Bias 

Evolutionary Computation in inherently random by definition and results 

sometimes displayed wide variations when testing under the same conditions.  This 

assorted convergence was traced back to how each population is initialized to different 

random sets of individuals.  When the same initial population was reused over separate 

trials, the convergence paths tended to be similar (Figure 6-8).  However, aberrations 
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did still exist when multiple cost valleys were provided in the search space and outliers 

remained in some cases.  This is to be expected when considering each run will 

produce different random numbers while generating new individuals.  The non-

convergent effects tended to be more pronounced when the population was randomized 

before each test run (Figure 6-9).  This leads to difficulty in assigning a testing method 

which will definitively determine what methods are appropriate for inclusion into the 

proposed search method.  With this in mind, testing was completed by specifically 

constraining some of the search spaces to valley areas where the solutions should 

definitely converge to the same test valley (Figure 6-10).  These tests were used to 

gauge how well the populations converged on average when using the same initial 

conditions across all tests.  This tended to remove the random bias and seemed to 

imply when the tests were successful or unsuccessful.   

Testing Hardware 

The hardware used for this testing consists of a NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT with 

112 cores operating at 600MHz which allows for a theoretical 504GFLOPS (normal 

usage rated at 330GFLOPS).  Up to 512MB of global memory is available on the GPU 

operating with a bandwidth of 57GB/s. This represents a low to mid-level computation 

capability in terms of what is currently available when considering a price vs 

performance ratio.  As of April 2012, a state of the art GPU offers several hundred, if not 

1000s, of cores and is able to achieve several teraFLOPS.  Search space size also was 

the limited by the OpenCL driver for the NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT with a maximum 

buffer size of 137MB.  The 8800GT was also limited to only single precision calculations 

which was found not to affect the problem scope in experiments.  For native CPU 

calculations, an Intel Core2 Quad Q6600 was used along with 4GB of system memory 
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and a SATA2 SSD to decrease any latency involved with disk caching.  The 

programming environment used was Sun Java JDK1.7 but had to be changed to the 64-

bit version to allow for larger search spaces.   

Static Convergence 

The proposed methods were first tested using a static search space.  This means 

data was loaded into the hashed grid cells once, before the evolutionary process 

started, and left unmodified throughout the experiment.  Appropriate start and end 

locations were chosen to demonstrate and test seemingly difficult convergence 

situations.  The static tests were divided into experiments run on relatively small areas 

(1024x1024 grid cells) and those that were run on relatively large areas (8192x8192 

grid cells).  These sizes were chosen so that the program could store all traversability 

data in available memory while still operating under the cap placed on JAVA heap sizes.  

Since a 64-bit JAVA virtual machine was used, larger grid sizes could be deployed but 

the practical limits of reactivity were reached on available hardware before running out 

of memory.  The physical representation of these cells could be anything that a user 

chooses.  In the CIMAR lab, these cells were ½ meter by ½ meter consolidations of 

sensor information which was appropriate for the size of the vehicles.  With this 

analogy, the grids correspond to square areas of 512 meters (0.32 miles) in the small 

case and 4096 meters (2.55 miles) in the large case. 

Small Search Space 

To simulate a small valley search space, a 1024x1024 grid was generated which 

contained a single valley in which the solutions should converge (Figure 6-3).  Different 

locations within the search area were chosen and simulation trial runs were completed 

to gauge how well the search can fit the environment.   
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Valley search 

The first test located the start and end points of the desired path in the upper left 

corner valley and lower right corner valley.  After 10 trials, the solutions were almost 

always able to find some path that followed the valley from start point to end point.  

However, as seen in Figure 6-11, the original low cost approximation took about 3-4 

seconds to converge to within 20% of the final solution after which perturbation most 

likely incrementally lowered the solution to a final minimum value.  The general 

inclination in these results shows an exponential decreasing trend with large cost 

decreases during the first part of the evolutionary process with decreasing smaller 

changes as the solution converges to an asymptotic minimum.  There are of course 

outliers given that it is a random process.  However, most trials generally converged or 

are converging to the minimum valley after 20 seconds and all are expected to 

converge to the same minimum eventually given that the evolutionary methods 

employed are probabilistically complete. 

Another test was then run with the addition of using four seeded population 

threads with the same starting and ending points.  This was done to allow each thread 

to run on one of the available hardware cores.  Figure 6-12 shows that the solution 

converges to within about 20% of the final solution after only 0.5-1.0 seconds with more 

populations reaching the lower bound solution.  The asymptotic leveling is not at all as 

pronounced as in the one population method.  This is likely due to the ability for the 

seeded approximations to reach the highest resolution population before this decline 

occurs in the local population.  The highest resolution population ran between 8-20Hz 

while the other populations ran between 30-80Hz.  The variance in these rates can be 

attributed to the different times taken to evaluate different solutions and the adjustment 
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of solutions needed to produce the final generations.  However, the overall goal of this 

research is to produce the best paths in the shortest amount of time.  Using the four-

threaded seeding method achieves both of these goals when compared to the single 

resolution, single population method.  It will not matter if the population can run at a 

higher rate if better solutions can be gathered from a slower running population in a 

quicker time-step.   

These tests were repeated for another set of start and end points with comparable 

results (Figure 6-3).  However, for this test the set of points represents a situation where 

multiple local minima exist and the solution process needs to find the best one.  The 

solution needs to explore a portion of the search space which a first may produce paths 

with higher cost.  Figure 6-13 shows that approximately the same time period is needed 

for an asymptotic convergence for a single population.  Figure 6-14 shows the benefits 

of both better overall cost convergence and the time it takes to get there when using the 

four-thread seeding method. 

Constrained valley search 

Next, the reference implementation was tested within a search space which was 

created to simulate maze-finding (Figure 6-15).  Peaks around a local valley were 

assigned a high cost which exponentially increased the cost of any candidate solutions 

that intersected these peaks.  A search grid of 4096x4096 cells was used as the 

environment for this test.  Since the cost of a path hitting a threshold cell exponentially 

increases the cost of the path, all results were graphed logarithmically to show when the 

transition from obstructed to non-obstructed areas actually takes place.  The 

incremental improvement of the solutions cannot be seen on this graph but corresponds 

to the results from the previous testing situations.   
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Figure 6-16 shows that while a single evolving population can find this minimum 

valley, it happens sparingly and after some time.  Only 4 of the trials resulted in finding 

the solution and most take more than 12 seconds to converge.  Using the 4 thread 

seeding method produces better results. Seven of the 12 trials find the solution but most 

of the solutions are found after 5 seconds (Figure 6-17).  Simply using all 7 population 

threads achieved the best results with 9 of 10 trials finding the valley (Figure 6-18).  

Also, 5 of the 9 discoveries were made in less than 2.5 seconds which represents a 

radical departure from the previous tests.  The reason why more populations running at 

a slower rate works better for this testing situation is because more of the search space 

is effectively explored when more populations are running.  Thus, it is more likely that 

one of the random guesses will produce a viable candidate that will then be distributed 

among the populations. 

Static obstacle search 

Next, a test 4096x4096 cell grid was created to simulate the behavior of the 

reference implementation within a series of peaks.  These peaks amounted to obstacles 

around which the solution would need to evolve while still moving through the lower cost 

valleys.   The desired minimum converged solution is shown in Figure 6-19. 

Running a single population produced results similar to those seen in the other 

valley search tests.  Figure 6-20 shows that most of the solutions converge to their 

approximate final 10% range within 2.5 seconds.  However, a relatively large 0.5 

seconds still passes before most of the paths start to converge away from the obstacles 

and find paths between the peaks.  The results of using the 4 thread seeding method 

are shown in Figure 6-21 and display the ability of this strategy to force convergence of 

almost all the trials within 10% of their asymptotic limit under 0.5 seconds  In this 
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instance, using the extra populations, one for each divisional resolution, actually 

hindered the results (Figure 6-22).  The 7 threaded seeding was able to generate similar 

enveloped convergence as the 4 threaded seeding but usually took nearly 0.75 seconds 

to accomplish.  The reason for this is most likely due to the inefficiency of running more 

than one population thread on the same processing core.  If the amount of cores 

matched the number of populations, using the 7 thread method would likely produce 

comparable results to the 4 thread method 

Large Search Space 

Similar to the small grid tests, a Large Valley Search and Large Obstacle Search 

will be evaluated in relation to both convergence quality and speed.  Several 8192x8192 

grids of traversability values were generated using the L3DTPro level editor software to 

simulate realistic search spaces. 

Valley search 

A valley area was set up to test how the proposed method behaves in large search 

spaces (Figure 6-23).  A small threshold value was used to allow for more exploration of 

each valley.  The first evolutionary test was done using a single thread population 

running at the highest resolution.  The population was able to eventually converge in a 

reasonably consistent manner (Figure 6-24).  However, it took about 1-2 seconds for 

the population to coalescence to the same general solution.  The 4-thread multi-

resolution method was able to decrease this time to about 1 second while also reaching 

the convergence limit much faster on average (Figure 6-25).  Only a localized portion of 

the graph is shown to emphasize the convergence of the population and not the 

precipitous drop seen at the beginning of the evolutionary process.  Since large initial 
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costs could, although unlikely, be caused by a solution traversing a no-go region, only 

convergence was compared. 

Large datasets can be quickly processed when the calculations are independent 

from each other.  Computation with a GPU achieves great performance gains because 

so many operations can be completed at the same time.  Using OpenCL, reaction and 

convergence times for large dataset populations were lowered.  Using a single 

population with parallel OpenCL processing, generational evaluation rates of up to 30Hz 

were achieved allowing convergence to start in about 1 second (Figure 6-26).  However, 

reaching the final convergence asymptote took about the same total time as the single 

population native processing method.  Better results were obtained by using the 4 

thread multi-resolution method while using OpenCL (Figure 6-27).  Much lower cost 

solutions were available at around 40Hz with better overall asymptotic cost.  Availability 

in this case refers to the fact that the lowest resolution population generates fairly good 

estimates in a short amount of time.  However, the highest resolution population still ran 

at around 15Hz using this method.  Exact availability and population update rate varied 

due to candidate solution path length differences as well as thread scheduling 

considerations. 

To attempt improvement in overall trial asymptotic agreement, tests were 

completed with larger population sizes.  The effect of using more candidate solutions in 

a generation tends to be a greater overall exploration of the search space at the 

expensive of more processing time.  Experimental trials were first realized using the 

native processing 4 thread multi-resolution method (Figure 6-28).  The population took 

almost 10 seconds to find the same relative limit as with the 100 individual trials.  Using 
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a single population with native processing showed better reaction of about 5 seconds 

(Figure 6-29).  However, the 4 thread OpenCL method was able to keep up with the 

increased calculations needed for more generational individuals and was able to 

achieve a small band of asymptotic convergence when compared to the 100 individual 

trials (Figure 6-30.  This of course comes at a cost of reactivity with average availability 

of 15Hz. 

Static obstacle search 

Tests were repeated on a large area with simulated static obstacles by creating a 

series of peaks within a relatively flat plane (Figure 6-31).  The proposed method was 

first tested using native processing to find a possible solution from a start point to a goal 

point which traverses the entire grid (Figure 6-32).  A single population run at the 

highest resolution was able to generally find asymptotic convergence within about 6 

seconds (Figure 6-33) with availability limited to around 3Hz.  This limit was reached in 

only about 2 seconds when using the 4 thread multi-resolution method (Figure 6-34).  

Availability of using the native calculations with this approach was around 60Hz. 

By pushing calculations to the OpenCL kernels, dramatic increases in planning 

speed were observed.  The single population strategy was able to evaluate generations 

at about 30 Hz but convergence suffered with asymptotic limits after about 3 seconds 

(Figure 6-35).  Approximate path costs were decreased by about 10% over the trials by 

using the 4 thread multi-resolution method with OpenCL processing (Figure 6-36).  As 

before, these more similar, better cost paths ran at about 30-60Hz availability with the 

highest resolution population running at around 20Hz.  It is important to note that the 

costs of the natively calculated individuals could not be directly compared to the 

individuals calculated with OpenCL due to the differing allowances offered in each 
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circumstance.  Specifically, it was found that the built in exponentiation function that 

OpenCL provides takes almost 5 times longer than an approximation of the value.  To 

duplicate the stratification effect which makes total path costs exponentially increase 

with linear increases in cell cost, each occupied cell cost was simply squared. 

Dynamic Convergence 

Autonomous robots generally need to function in dynamic environments.  For this 

reason, dynamic objects were inserted into the search space to observe any changes to 

how the populations evolve and subsequently determine what modification to the 

process needed to be put in place to allow for fast convergence in a dynamic 

landscape.  Dynamic objects were simulated by creating a value-lookup mask which is 

evaluated at the same time cell occupancy is evaluated.  In effect, whenever a 

candidate solution was found to intersect an object, the cost of the solution was 

arbitrarily raised to some large value.  This would likely remove that individual from any 

future generations.  The object locations could then be moved by starting a different 

processing thread and changing the locations and directions of movement based off a 

timed sequence.  This allowed for random or defined movement at specified portions 

within the search space or throughout the whole search area. 

The sensors used on the CIMAR vehicles tend to have two sources of noise: drift 

and oscillatory noise.  Drift compensation is out of the scope of this research but GA is 

well suited for oscillatory data since individuals in a population or portions of the 

planned path may continue throughout the generational gaps even when their solutions 

are suboptimal.  Gaussian noise was instead generated at various levels and injected at 

a specified timed interval into the search space.  The effect of this noise on 
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convergence could then be documented and any oscillatory behavior was cataloged.  

However, the Gaussian noise had little if any effect on the paths which were generated. 

Random Object Insertion 

Random object insertion consists of allowing objects of specific sizes to be 

inserted at random locations within the search space.  These objects are then given 

simulated movement by projecting a random trajectory for some amount of time.  The 

movement is then changed at some specified interval randomly so that seemingly 

unpredictable movement is simulated.  This test serves to display how the 

implementation can function in very unpredictable environments.   

The random object insertion test was first evaluated in a small search space of 

1024x1024 traversability cells (Figure 6-37).  Ten Random objects were inserted into 

this space and a single trial was run to determine how well a single population can 

adjust to many objects interrupting different portions of the desired path.  Figure 6-38 

shows that a single population can always find some unobstructed path through the 

area and converges to the approximate minimum range within a few generations of the 

disturbance.  However, in many cases a minimum could not be converged upon most 

likely because of another interruption at that minimum by the movement of other 

objects.   

Another test was run to determine if the seeding method at different resolutions 

would help the convergence speed in this testing situation.  The four thread method 

discussed earlier was engaged and results were collected for the best fit individual in 

the highest resolution population over a period of 60 seconds.  No averaging of trials 

was compared as the movements of the random objects would not be identical and 

wouldn’t allow for an accurate appraisal of the method.  Figure 6-39 shows that in 
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general, the 4 threaded, seeding approach is able to keep both a lower converged value 

as well as adjust to the converged value faster than the non-seeding evolution.   

Oscillatory Object Simulation 

Since dynamic objects sometimes behave in an oscillatory manner, through both 

sensor aberrations and actual observed behavior, the proposed planning methods were 

also evaluated using a simulated object moving in a repeated motion across a defined 

valley path.  The object path was placed specifically to interrupt the valley in which the 

solution is expected to occur (Figure 6-40 and Figure 6-41).  To replicate the time at 

which the converged candidate solution will be interrupted in the evolutionary process, 

the dynamic obstacle was restarted for each trail at the same location and with the 

same velocity.   

Figure 6-42 shows that even a single population is able to adjust well to the 

dynamic obstacle.  There are of course deviations over trials due to the randomness 

involved in the evolutionary process but the general trend is for the best-cost solution to 

return to an approximate convergence in about 1 second after the interrupted valley is 

cleared.  As in previous tests, even when starting from the same original population, 

using a single population will generally have solutions that converge to different local 

minima.  However, when using the four threaded seeding method, the solution is able to 

quickly converge in almost all trials to the same, low cost solution over almost every test 

run (Figure 6-43).   

Deterministic Search Comparison 

To catalog how this method is able to work in search spaces which are too large 

for other deterministic methods, two A* search algorithms were tested within the same 

search spaces and compared to the parallel-genetic method.  The first A* used a 
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fanning approach which generally allowed for movement based on turning radius and 

offset.  The second A* planned using monotonic, holonomic criteria which operated 

specifically on grid cell indices.  While various other deterministic and nondeterministic 

algorithms exist for path planning, this comparison serves as a cursory demonstration 

that many searching methods may run into heavy computational burdens when 

expanding the search space size.  Admittedly, several unrealized optimization 

techniques could have been implemented to mitigate some of the issues observed but 

the overall results still serve to demonstrate how the A* methods are not appropriate for 

large search spaces especially when reactive planning is required. 

Both time and memory consumption were taken as metrics for comparing the A* 

methods to the nondeterministic approach suggested in this research.  As expected, it 

was found that unconstrained expansions unreasonable amounts of time for even the 

small search spaces that were tested (Figure 6-44).  It was also noted that using these 

methods caused considerable delay even when the allotted memory was not filled and a 

solution was found.  Various techniques do exist which can alleviate some of these 

problems but the underlying conditions for expansive dimensionality still exist. 

The first method employed to test A* was an unrestricted fanning operation which 

is based on a desired minimum turning radius for the platform.  It was implemented by 

projecting 1 point directly along the path from the previous point and another 2 points on 

each side of the projection (Figure 6-45).  The costs of the expansion nodes were then 

evaluated by finding the real cost of the segment intersections along with the predicted 

cost of the node which was taken as the line distance from the node to the goal point.  

The method turned out to be very sensitive to the specified offset distance as well as 
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the angle at which the points are projected each node.  The method worked well when 

these values were tuned for specific planning objectives but the search tree tended to 

explode when applied to random testing instances (Figure 6-44). 

The other method used to test the applicability of using A* in large search spaces 

was a purely index-based strategy.  This approach used the grid cells as the basis for 

each node expansion (Figure 6-46).  For each expansion, new nodes were tested so 

that previously closed nodes did not get expanded multiple times.  This only allows for 

monotonic movement but for many cases the assumption is appropriate.  The method 

was able to find an optimal path both in a reasonable amount of time and also for more 

test cases.  However, the search still suffered greatly as the search space size 

increased.  It took several seconds for solutions to be found for path length of several 

hundred cells with practical applicability limited to the 1024x1024 test space.  Of course, 

better performance could be gained by adopting strategies noted throughout the 

literature but the problem remains that the deterministic method does not function well 

in large search spaces when reactive plans need to be generated. 
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Figure 6-1.  Sample test run of data gathered from the CIMAR UrbanNavigator LIDAR 

sensors. 
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Figure 6-2.  Map describing the path taken for gathering the data in Figure 6-1 
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Figure 6-3.  A small valley search grid of 1024x1024 cells.  Red cells represent low 

costs, blue medium cost, and green high costs.  Within each color, dark tints 
are lower cost than lighter shades.  The thick yellow line represents the 
approximate least cost spline path.  The yellow boxes display the control 
points which define the spline.  The thin grey line shows the control point 
order. 
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Figure 6-4.  A large search grid of 8192x8192 cells.  White cells represent no-go regions 

within the search space. 
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Figure 6-5.  A moving intersecting a candidate solution.  The object is defined by a 

square no-go region at a defined point within the space. 
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Figure 6-6.  An exaggerated Gaussian noise mask applied to a small search space. 
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Figure 6-7.  A threshold mask applied to the search grid to focus the search within a 

desired area. 
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Figure 6-8.   Multiple trials using the same initial population.  Each of the trials tends to 

converge to similar solutions which likely represent the same cost valley. 
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Figure 6-9.  Trials with multiple cost valley options when a population is seeded 

randomly before each trial. 
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Figure 6-10.  Constrained valley maze test with the desired solution labeled in green. 
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Figure 6-11.  Small valley search convergence over 10 trials using single threaded 

population running under the highest resolution of 1024x1024. 
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Figure 6-12.  Small valley search convergence over 12 trials using 4-thread multi-

resolution approach.  The displayed costs are for the population running 
under the highest resolution of 1024x1024. 
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Figure 6-13.  Another setup of the small valley search convergence over 10 trials using 

single threaded population running under the highest resolution of 
1024x1024. 
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Figure 6-14.  Another setup of the small valley search convergence over 12 trials using 

4-thread multi-resolution approach.  The displayed costs are for the 
population running under the highest resolution of 1024x1024. 
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Figure 6-15.  Desired converged solution for the constrained valley search test. 
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Figure 6-16.  Single thread evolution for the highest resolution population.  Only four out 

of 12 trials were able to find the valley. 
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Figure 6-17.  12 trials of the four thread multi-resolution strategy to find the solution  in 

the constrained valley search.  Seven of the 12 trials were able to find the 
valley but more than half took longer than 7 seconds. 
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Figure 6-18.  Constrained valley search using a population at each resolution.   
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Figure 6-19.  The desired minimum cost path for the small search space static obstacle 

tests. 
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Figure 6-20.  Single population at highest 4096x4096 resolution for the small search 

space static obstacle converge test with 10 trials. 
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Figure 6-21.  Static obstacle small search space test using the four thread multi-

resolution method with 12 trials. 
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Figure 6-22.  Small search space static obstacle test results for the 7 population multi-

resolution approach. 
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Figure 6-23.  A 8192x8192 search grid describing a series of valleys.  The yellow line 

shows the desired convergence path. 
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Figure 6-24.  Trial runs on the highest resolution grid using native calculation with no 

seeding on the large valley sample. 
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Figure 6-25.  Trials run with the 4 thread multi-resolution method using native 

calculation on the large valley sample. 
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Figure 6-26.  Trials done using OpenCL processing with a single highest resolution 

population without seeding on the large valley sample. 
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Figure 6-27.  Trial runs using OpenCL and the 4 thread multi-resolution method with 

seeding on the large valley sample. 
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Figure 6-28.  Trial runs using native processing with the 4 thread multi-resolution 

method while maintaining 300 individuals on the large valley sample. 
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Figure 6-29.  Trial runs using native processing with a single high resolution population 

while maintaining 300 individuals on the large valley sample. 
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Figure 6-30.  Trial runs using OpenCL processing with the 4 thread multi-resolution 

method while maintaining 300 individuals on the large valley sample. 
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Figure 6-31.  A 3-D view of large static obstacle search space with peaks. 
 

 
 
Figure 6-32.  A desired path across the large static obstacle sample space.  The thin 

yellow line represents a lost cost prediction through the area. 
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Figure 6-33.  Trials run using native calculation with a single high-resolution population 

in the large static obstacle sample. 
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Figure 6-34.  Trials using the 4 thread multi-resolution seeding method with native 

calculations in the large static obstacle search space. 
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Figure 6-35.  Trial runs using OpenCL processing with a single high resolution 

population in the large static obstacle search space. 
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Figure 6-36.  Trial runs using OpenCL processing with the 4 thread multi-resolution 

method in the large static obstacle sample. 
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A 
 

B 
 
Figure 6-37.  Random moving object insertion.  A) Path adjustment to compensate for 

moving objects.  B) Path convergence back to minimum valley after objects 
have moved to other areas within the search space. 
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Figure 6-38.  Convergence costs of single population resolution running at the 

1024x1024 resolution for the random moving object insertion test.  Each spike 
in the graph represents the adjustment made in the path when a moving 
object intersects the converged solution. 
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Figure 6-39.  A comparison between the single population evolutionary method (blue) 

and the 4 thread multi-resolution method (red) for the 1024x1024 resolution 
under the random moving object insertion test.  The parallel multi-resolution 
method is able to generally keep a lower path cost and adjust to interruptions 
in less time than the single population strategy. 
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Figure 6-40.  Desired path valley for the oscillatory object test.  Before the moving 

object intersects the path, the solution converges to the valley within the 
search grid. 
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Figure 6-41.  Example of path adjustment when the moving object intersects the least-

cost valley.   
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Figure 6-42.  Single population adjustment running at the 1024x1024 resolution for the 

oscillatory object test.  Each bump in the graph represents the adjustment 
made after a moving object interrupted the converged solution path. 
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Figure 6-43.  Convergence for the oscillatory object test when running the 4 thread 

multi-resolution method.  Each bump in the graph occurs when the moving 
object obstructs the converged solution. 
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Figure 6-44.  Unconstrained expansion allowing for non-monotonic movement within the 
sample search space.  Each yellow segment represents the open node and 
its parent node to show the expansion direction. 
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Figure 6-45.  Node expansion for unconstrained A* searching. 
 

 
 
Figure 6-46.  Indexed A* expansion within a small sample search space. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Assessment of Fitness to Problem Scope 

This research is admittedly designed for a problem that is not widely occurring in 

the field of autonomous robotics.  However, its applicability to future platforms can only 

be called into question if one discounts the overall trends observed in the field over the 

past few years.  Increasing data loads are provided by more accurate sensors at higher 

update rates and resolutions.  However, one of the main driving forces behind 

autonomous robotics is to create reactivity in a human-appropriate timeframe.  This 

research addresses both of these issues as applied to the specific problem of path 

planning.  The results displayed in this research prove that these, or similar, methods 

can be used to mitigate the problems discussed above while at the same time 

producing autonomous robotic platforms able to meet ever increasing operating 

constraints. 

Future Work 

One of the main reasons outlined in the discussion for using evolutionary 

computation over deterministic methods is the ability to deal with expansive search 

spaces.  This work has focused on the expansion of a two dimensional workspace by 

adding more 2-D data.  Often, multi-objective problems or platforms with many degrees 

of freedom will also increase the size of the search space.  One future topic to consider 

which is beyond the scope of the current work is how to adapt the proposed method to 

these different instances.  A question remains as to whether the scaling seen with a 2-D 

search area will also be observed to converge in many dimensions.   
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Another course of possible study is applying these techniques to other forms of 

classification or optimization which may be hindered by increasing data spaces.  This 

method is a novel approach to exploring such fields and may be applicable to entirely 

different representations or time constraints.  One necessary property of a prospective 

problem domain is the ability of a dataset to be discretized at different resolutions or at 

simplified representations.  Care must be taken when deciding if the cost of down 

sampling data is less than the computational or time costs in abstracting the data set 

into to some other, more appropriate structured dataset.  Most planning problems 

involve search spaces that can be sampled as described in this work and would likely 

benefit from this strategy. 

While a GPU was used for parallelization in this research, other methods exist for 

parallel calculation which may yield better results.  A GPU was chosen in this instance 

simply because of its low cost and high performance but other methods such as cloud 

computing, where jobs are loaded to abstracted and expandable computing resources, 

could also have been used if communication latency issues were arbitrated.  Other 

methods such as clustered computer nodes or even the Cell processors prevalent in the 

PlayStation 3 game consoles could also be levered in the same manner as the GPU.  

Due to the highly formalized evaluation methods, hardware could also be specifically 

designed to calculate individual fitness on units like FPGAs or CPLDs.  These methods 

would allow for a more robust planner in that generational evaluation could be run 

faster, and converge faster, while maintaining more accurate path evaluations with 

double point precision. 
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Another possible extension of this work could be in how to apply the parallel 

seeding methodologies to different basic planning algorithms.  In this research, a 

Genetic Algorithm was used to evaluate the solutions but almost any method that can 

be seeded with solutions could also be used in place of the Genetic Algorithm.  Even 

though extremely good performance was found throughout the specific test cases 

evaluated in this research, many areas of application may not be appropriate for 

application of a Genetic Algorithm.  This would include direct motion control of robotic 

platforms or some other direct interaction with the physical world.  The unpredictability 

of the genetic algorithm is not appropriate for instances where human life or expensive 

machinery is in question.  More predictable methods can be used for these instances 

but may still benefit from the parallel seeding process. 

In this research, populations were defined by equally consolidating the simulated 

sensor resolution until a lower limit is reached.  In future investigations, other strategies 

could be developed that may produce comparable results with differing amounts of 

populations.  This research did not attempt to classify or constrain when and how 

seeded candidate solutions moved between populations.  Other strategies could be 

explored such as lowering the execution rates at which low-producing populations run 

while increasing evaluation rates of populations which produce better individuals.  One 

could also use less total populations if faster overall convergence is desired for the 

specific problem domain.  These extensions would allow for possibly better efficiency 

when computational resources are limited or power constrains on a platform make 

varied execution times more relevant.   
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The initial work in this research focused on an unconstrained search space with 

obstacles represented as vectorized abstractions of shapes.  The research then went 

into using normalized discretizations of traversability cells.  The former approach takes 

much less storage space and is appropriate for certain platform configurations.  Future 

work could be done in applying the spline methods discussed in this paper to a vector 

search space.  Efficient spatial storage of the vector object would need to be completed 

so that the spline evaluations need not test each obstacle in the entire search space.  

Similar strategies were noted in the literature but will most likely benefit from the 

additional parallel anytime method developed in this research. 

Conclusions 

It is generally accepted that the amount of information an autonomous platform will 

need to process, from both sensors and external sources, will increase exponentially in 

the coming years.  This research offers a novel approach in which performance of a 

global path planner can be maintained in very large search spaces.  The proposed 

method used a unique mix of spline representation building blocks to evolve a path in 

which a holonomic robot can traverse.  Domain specific combinatorial and mutation 

operations were needed to optimize path formation and fitness evaluation.  Adapting a 

GA to generate paths in dynamics environments is important since autonomous robots 

rarely operate in static environments.   

The second major contribution on this work is a path planner that is able to 

generate a viable plan in any given time-step.  The only projected limiting factor is the 

time it takes for one individual to be evaluated at a given resolution.  Preservation of 

reactivity is important for an autonomous platform especially when considering one 
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moving at high speeds.  The implementation of a novel tiered GA allows a path to be 

generated at different time-steps independent of the desired speed of the vehicle.   

While only a 2-D planning method was considered in, probabilistically complete 

planners are seen as the only viable way in which to circumvent the exponential rise in 

search space size as configuration dimensionality increases linearly.  Future 

autonomous robots will likely need many more degrees of freedom to appropriately 

traverse a 3-D non-structured environment.  The ideas formulated and tested in this 

work will serve as a basis on which future path planners can build on to mitigate the 

deleterious effects of adding many degrees of freedom to a robotic system.  
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APPENDIX A 
EXAMPLE SPLINE CALCULATION 

An example of how the parametric spline is calculated will be shown.  A 3rd order 

B-Spline with 5 control points will be evaluated with equal knot spacing and clamped 

start and end points.  The number of divisions for this category of spline is difference of 

control point count and spline degree.  Thus, with 5 control points, there will be two 

divisions spanning the curve.  The first of these divisions will be calculated by first 

finding the raw divisional 4x4 matrix, conditioning that matrix with the specified control 

points and finally evaluating the conditioned vector with 50 increments from 0 to 0.5.  

The first step in the process is to calculate the raw divisional 4x4 matrix using the De 

Boor Algorithm.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-1.  De Boor process for parametric evaluations 
 

With 5 control points, 3rd degree and clamped conditions, there will be 9 knot 

points placed along the curve.  Also, by using equally spaced knots, there will be two 

incremental division ranges. 
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0 0.5 1.0 

 
Figure A-2.  Division separation for example spline with 5 control points 
 

The most important aspect of the De Boor algorithm is that the intermediate N 

variables will only evaluate to non-zero values when t is within the divisional incremental 

range.  All other intermediate N variables will not contribute to the final solution.  In this 

case, the calculations will be done in the first division so the knot  and knot  range 

will be used resulting in a non-zero value of . Using this idea, all the needed 

recursive evaluations can be described with the following graph of relations. 

 

Figure A-3.  Pyramid structure of N value dependencies. 
 

Working from the base relation, the following calculations can be completed 

keeping the parameterized t value encoded for later evaluation.  The goal of these 

calculations will be a so called raw 4x4 matrix of numbers that will then be combined 

with the divisional control points to condition the matrix. 
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  (28) 

 

The values that will be used in the spline summation are 

  (29) 

  (30) 

  (31) 

  (32) 

Combining with the applicable local control points gives 

  (33) 

  (34) 

Now, assembling in a 4x4 matrix form 

  (35) 

Conditioning the raw matrix will be the combination of the P and 4x4 matrix while 

the increment evaluations will be combining all 3 matrices.  The 4x4 matrix may be 

reused for each evaluation of the 1st division of any 3rd degree B-spline with 5 control 

points with clamped end conditions as well as equal knot spacing.  The conditioned 

matrix may be reused with different t-step incremental resolutions. 
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APPENDIX B 
EXAMPLE TEST MOVIES 

Several videos showing the reference implementation are provided to further 

explain the use of the method in testing.  The first example shows the use of the planner 

in a small search valley test area.  The path end point is moved dynamically around the 

search area and the planned path follows while attempting to optimize the route in real 

time. 

Object B-1.  Sample of the small valley test area (.avi file 5.2MB) 

The next sample shows the convergence process in the constrained valley test.  

First, a low resolution population is allowed to attempt convergence.  Next, the 4 thread 

seeding method is activated allowing seed individuals to propagate across the threads.  

Seeded solutions appear red while locally evolved solutions appear yellow. 

Object B-2.  Sample of the constrained valley test area (.avi file 1.8MB) 

A large test area is shown next with simulated static obstacles.  The solution is 

allowed to converge at a low resolution and then shown to converge to a different local 

minimum when the 4 thread method is turned on. 

Object B-3.  Large static obstacle test area (.avi file 7.0MB) 

Finally, an example of the dynamic obstacle testing is displayed using a low 

resolution.  The 4 thread method with seeding is then shown to be able to reject the 

obstructions more quickly. 

Object B-4.  Single dynamic oscillatory object test area (.avi file 6.3MB) 
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